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Editor i S Preface

The p~st decade has brought an exciting upsurge of interest

and research in geophysical fluid dynamics.. This development has

been particularly manifested by the activities and enthusiasms of

a growing number on the staff of the Woods Hole Oceanographic

Institution, with the result that many scientists interested in

fluid dynamics have become frequent visitors there. In sumer

especially, the regular staff of the Institution has provided a

nucleus for lively gatherings of oceanographers, meteorologists,

physicists, mathematicians, and even astrophysicists.

~gainst this background of meeting . and discussion students,

sponsored by the Institution i s sumer fellowship program, have

came to take part in the various research programs that develop"

A,s the siZ',e of the sumer group has increased the danger has

arisen that the suer fellowship students might become lost in

milieu of high level discussion, and not profit adequately from

their efforts.. Accordingly, the possibility of providing tangible

opportunities for the training of sumer fellowship students was

exlored, and it was decided to institute a sumer course in geo-

physical fluid dynamics"

The first course in geophysical fluid dynamcs at Woods

Hole was given in the suer of 1959 by staff members of the
'.\

Institution and some of their sumer colleagues" The partici-

pants numbered about twenty and included four graduate-student

and two postdoctoral fellowship holders provided for by funds

from the National Science Foundat ion 0 At that time the dragon
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which adoJ;s the cover of this volume was born" He was created

by Prof ~ HenI St()mmel in recognition of tlie efforts of Prof"

Willem Malkus in organizing the course. The success which .this

first course enjoyed accounts for the reappearance of, ()ur dragon

in its pre~ent position of prominence. For ,in the sumer of

1960, a second course was given ,whose contents are outlined in

the pres ent notes.

These notes were prepared by the students, whose names are

given above~ with the capable assistance of Mrs" Mary ThayeI'.

They were designed as working notes to be of use during the

courseØ For each series of lectures, two students accepted the

responsibility of preparing the notes and it was attemEted (with

surrising success) to have the notes typed, duplicated and dis-

tributed within four days after each lecture.. Nat.urally, such a

project could be completed only with rough edges, but the final

collection of notes has succeeded very well in presenting the

essential content and spirit of the course. They have therefore

been assembled in limited number for use by interested persons..

It has seemed worthwhile to divide the notes into three

volumes to avoid making .them too cumbersome for easy refer~nce"

The division of material r.eflects the structure of the course"

In Volume I we have an introduction to the subject as given by

the invited, lecturer!) Professor LoN" Howard" The second volume

contains notes 9n the more specialized lectures given by various

staff members of the Institution" Finally!) the Ilanuscripts sum-.

marizing the student research lectures are reproduced in
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Volume III.. The topics discussed by the students were either

selected by them or suggested by staff members"

Those of us from other institutions who have participated

in this course have been treated to an abundant bill of fare, as

a look at these notes will attest. -For this, we can but express

our gratitude to Dr. Willem Malkus and the other staff members of

the Oceanographic Institution for theiI extensive effoI's. We

are also indebted to the Institution itself for its hospitalities

and facilities" finally, we should like to thank the National

Science Foundation for providing funds for student fellowships

and the suppoI' of an invited lecture!'..

B" Aò Spiegel

Inst.. for Mathematical Sciences

Sept.. 1960"
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Ocean Current Models using Potential Vorticity

Cross sections of the Gulf Stream and Cròmwell Currents

are seen in Fig" l"

-- ,
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These sections show the isotherms which to a large degree parallel

the lines of constant density" In this paper methods are outlined

which enable one to calculate the density and velocity cross sections

usini; F'S input data density sections along two vertical lines.

The conservation of potential vorticity is derived in sto:rel's

book, The Gulf stream, on page I080 Assuming eqns. of the form:

du
fv ==

1 *+xdt .. .. ti
(i)

dv + fu :: i ~+ Ydt - ti
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Then if a parcel of water flows from point to point in a layer of

density fi , thickness D, we get:

d f+¿;
dt D :: !. (òY = d X) y d v d un\)x òy. ~ :: ~-dY (2 )

dV
Stommel l s model of the Gulf Stream then assumes that v and '0 x

vanish far to the right of the stream. At such a point the 150-

thems are parallel and so, neglecting friction, if the fluid moves

slowly across the stream,

f + dVn
h

f:: h
o

(3)

we are to have a level of no motion below the movig layer and so,
..

noting Fig. 2:
(D - h) t 2 =D fi

Now, below the free surface,

"* :: g ti i ~

If the velocity is onJy in the y direction and uniform, all non-

linear (i. 'i)1! terms vanish and the geostrophic eqn" t fv:: ~ i

is valid~

1ž!
I~Dtl
p~

))t

Figo 20

Combining the last three equations we get

dD
fv:: gl '0 x gn :: g f2' -('1

t2 (4)
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Combin:ig (4) and (3) we get

ó2n 1
'2 :: ~ (D - D )ox 'X 0

g'D
-l2 = 0£2

Imposing the boundary condition at infinity:

D = D (l _ e -x/À )
o

v = ~(8-xbo v~
Ìl

x .¿

Introducing realistic values gives a maimum velocity of

4 meters/seconde

Two layer model s

Tê"~t~ _ 10,I~- ~
i. iL i .. Y.

fi
. ,.,2

Q

D¡

(3)r --"""--
')2.

P3

If we have two layers, the level of no motion gives the requirement:

(D2 - h2) t 3 = Di ti + D2 t 2

We have also:

dPi
~=

dh¡

g óX Pi
d P2 d hi
6X :: g "' f 1 + g

dh2

-a ( t 2 .. ti)

Combining these slightly more complicated equations as before together

with the approxiation ('2 - Fi
t2 :: t 2 - fi

tJ etc
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we get

( 'aDI dD2J
VI = l Li f 1 Õ x + Li p 2 ~. . f 3 - Pi¿ti = t3

r dl\ d D Jv2. = glf L~P2 dX .. 6t2 dX2
(5)

and

't & 2-'p1 + -a'L D~ ~ ~: (D1 - ß D: )ox7 ~ ß
-t + d'2D~ ':- ~~ (Dol _JJ,.O)n' )( a )l,,,.

¡.

'R'Z f ::. ;; L' pI! ~ D,

o

~ _Aø - ~
J),.

(6)

~":~
¿'¡O ~

In Fig.. 3, to the left of x equal 0 we have the same one-layer

equations as before. To solve the system it will first be

necessary to solve the system of mixed simultaneous equations, and

then to impose boundar, conditions.. First we solve the simultaneous

system" This is easily done: e.g. Hildebrand Advanced Calculus for

Engineers p.. 21"

The soln of the homogeneous equations is of the form:

êi ¡¿ _Õl~ ei..)I -d;.)I
J)i-:a.,e i .fQ.-;e +a.:;e -la.¿¡e

.D ~ L e~lit Ì" b e -dliL -+ b eÒ~ + b+C:-~")I~ 01 2. ~

where the Æ f S satisfy the determinental requirement:
'\ .."::L Ri- C)

-do - ./~

d 2-

= 0

d '-- R'"
2.

or:
(¥_I)~2._ I\~(o+ IIß) + ~ =6. (3

to determe the connections between the 8 unknown coefficients '-l' bi we
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,-

substitute the above solns into, eq~. (6) and set the coeff. of

each different exponential equal to O. If we also insist that the

soln remain finite at x equal infinity we get: 4.1:: b,:: 0.;) ~ b:i~ 0

-i~-o~
a. i ': Ò ,. - b;¡

i

.. ~ '"..
h 2. - 0..

a. 'I ': -a '1

-i

Then the s oln in the region of 2 layers is, adding the particular

o 0
soln D2 or Di: .. ..

. '"s.-ê),
:D1 :: b2 ò..

1

'2 '" -i
-0 I X "R a. - CI .. _0,2)( .D ~e + bJt èi'¡ e + i

~

_ai)t b _Í;,.x DO (7)
J)~ ~ bi e ., If e. + ~

The solution to the left of x equal 0 is: ~:O2,:: 0 ~ )(;. - L,

i3 L -f(;¡~ ~~(2.l.I+X)J .06 r: R:a eLi -l)()jJ):i~ I 'Le. - e + ¡ L. - e

Now what boundary conditions shall we impose'~

First suppose that the bottom layer never reaches the surface to

the left, but instead extends to infinity. L¡= - ca. Then we

:lpose v equal 0 at x equal - DO " We also impose continuity of

v2 and D2 at x equal 0 in the bottom layer, and D¡ equal 0 at x

equal 0"

If we prescribe as typical values:

L: Pi "" 6. P.i :: /0.3 :D '= D: ~ 1-0 l¡ ryi~

t ~' /0:'11.1' d '; 10 ~i. I$G'-
Then as a som we get:

Dleft
2

Dright
2

:: l l!SS,,9 ex/20000 + 80il meters (8')
= l L494.5 e-I,,618x/20,000 _ 305.5 e-.618~/20000 + 8~ meters
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D~ight = t 1:305.5 e-I.618x/20000 _ 454.5 e-.618x/20000 + 800Jmeters

vL = 94..5 eX/20000 meters/ sec2 200 (8 cmt1)
v~ = 2~0 ~4.5 e-lo618/20ÕOO + 400 e....618x/2000J

v~ = 2~0 ~153 e-lo618x/20000+ :247..2 e-.618x/20000~

The maximum velocity is 2.47 meters per second, there is a velocity

to the left of x equal 0, and' the maxim velocity in the lower layer

is displaced slightly to the right.. Figure 4 shows graphs of this

solution. I have shown by slightly tedious inspection of the formal

solution of this problem that it is impossible to get a countercurrent

in this model uress the density decreases downward.
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~
If we next construct along these lines a model as pictured below, we

get the results as graphed" The densities are integrated averages

for the regions shown from the data of Worthingtono
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Cromwell Current Models

Perhaps along layers of equal density in the Cromwell Current

we also have conservation of potential vorticityo We write:

(9ig - (h~~~.. ~ Lao- h - (9)ho
Now looking at Figo l, we see that the isotherms are nearly straight

lines so we conjecture that the thickness varys as in the graph below:

"h. r- ;.o ~o
i.eo

h = Yl h" - d/~/) (Yl-I) ho (10)
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(I should mention that of course potential vorticity cannot be

conserved across the equator since on one side it is positive

and on the other negative" But perhaps, we say, there is no

~ng across the equator,,)

Inserting (10) into (9) we get:

%; = - f3-n (~-ôo)
3

Integrating and let u equal 0 at y equal y ,
o

1. ~ f~l)(J-dQ)i-

get:

r-

Looking at Knauss i data we see that at y equal th:iee degrees

u is approximately O. Using Knauss i data also to determine n as

a function of z we find:

The maximum velocity then is expected to be

1. n a.n 2 ::. :h2. 3,,1 x 2x7.,29x10=5x(180x1085)2 x 105cm/sec=4l6cmsec2 max R Yo 6,,36 x i03

The vertical profile of the velocity should look like:
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,2til)

Ì' -~

S'~ ..
ld"

25ø I

While the horisontal profile along a line of constant density

should look like:

"/\. 'i
fI li ~t

~o

The form of the vertical velocity profile is in good agreement with

observation except that it gives no countercurrent and of course the

velocities are much too large$ The horizontal velocity profile instead

d1Á -of having T == 0 at y equal 0, has a strong slope, s"howng the dia-
d

continuity of potential vorticity 0 Also it is more concave than the

obsered cross-stream velocity profileo The observed graphs are

sketched on the following pageo The horizontal section is taken about

10 meters below the core"
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What are we to do about the obs erved disagreement? For the following

step there exist a number of unconvicing heuristic, semi-mathematical

reasons~ One notes that friction acting on the right side of eqn. (2)

could reduce the potential vorticity. Also, one conjectures that the

potential vorticity at 0 degrees might be zeroltbecause it is a mix-

ture of two waters of opposite vorticity". Perhaps a It steady- statelt

diffusion of vorticity exists from right to left~ In any event,

write:
dU

¡J~- ~
h.

á
he

(ll)

Introducing as before:

getg

h ~ nh() -Y/'do (n-i) AD

~:l61-1)(I -Y)d~ Yo
Integrating and set, u equal 0 at y equal y. Get

o

A (n -I 'i C 2. J
U :: 1'" t.:¿ '10 + 2. j IyD - 3:)2. J (12)

Now maximum velocity is:

(3 (Y1 - ¡) z. - c¡ 3, q ni 1¡U
l, - '10 -

Horizontal profile looks like:
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LA

¡S ()1'-I) ~
-- ~"

~
YD

This shows better agreement, ~ is 0 at y equal o. I can believeOJ .
could be brought into perfect agreementthat the other discrepancies

if I had the original data. The;! could also be thrown completely

off, --. Now we get a counter-current and a more nearly correct

velocity cross section. I have tried introducing a parabolic

dependence of h and it only changes the maximum velocity by 25%.

Thus the form detailed of h is not too important..

We might try to do a one and/or two-layer model of the

Cromwell current as we did for the Gulf stream, I have constructed

a one-layer modeL .A two-layer model would be a simple exension.

Write dLL
¡3 j ~ --

=:

h
ß~
---h;'

and

f5 J tA

i dh
:: -fj 6Y

combining~ we get:

~h I òh' ß~~?.ò ,:t - j ~ -g'hb h ~
/.i.:i
/V ~7 (l3)
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introduce the non-dimensional variables

h == b-
ho

the eqn becomes:

~
):::yO( 't

7-

0( - ¡3- --
5 lJ

-:"\- _ X o_h2. () - x'fh =.X '0,1-' Jx. -x'l (14)

we have boundary conditions at x = 0 and x = Y c; l :: a
o

if we set y equal 3° we find:o
a = 1" 56

The solution to equation (14) is:

h = Ci sinh x2¡2 + 2
C2 cosh x 12 + i

There are two possible sets of boundary cond,itions:

2. h = 1 (f x = a

+-h=n G'x=O

J-h= n (f x= 0

l. u = 0 ø x = a

For set lo we get

h = -(n-l) ho 1. tanh a2/2 sinh x2/2-cosh x2/21 + ho

(l5)

u = V gRho (n-l) L tanh a2/2 cosh x2/2 - sinh x2/2)

For set 20 we get:

h:: -(n-l)ho f coth a2/2 sinh x2/2 - cosh x2/2J + ho

(16)

11:: JgUh~(n-l) f. coth il2 cosh x2¡2 - sin x2/2)

Note that for 1., h does not go to h at x equal a while for 2.
o

u does not go to zero ~ x = a. In fact 1. h(a) = 2.l h
o
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2", u(a) = 120 cmlseco Since this u is impossibly large it seems

best to require 10 as the bounda~ conditions. In this Case the

maxium velocity is: 120:! 50 cmlsec. The thickness goes down

somewhat like a cubic from 3.1 h to about 2..1 h at x equals a,o 0
which is clearly artificial and rather strangeo This single layer

seems to be unable to satisfy all experimental conditions at once"

l simar situation!) although perhaps not so bad would surely arise

in a two=layer modei. g i was evaluated by using as .ó t the sum

of the differences between the central layer and the 'upper and

lower layers of the Cromwell CUríent"

Continuous Models

The following work is a minor extension of some work done by

Rossby in 1937. (J"Mar.Res" Vol. 1, p.239). Imagine that we have a

stratified ocean with greatest density Pb and least density F~ .

We define .a vertical coordinate r such that:

fb -f
fp - Ph

)1 :"

we also define K such that:

and observe:
th -th = 2. I\ f1

F~ tb (i -2, K.r)

Rewriting thifH

conservation of potential vorticity:

ÆL : t(~)
ò X- 1'0

f+ dd'O
h

f
~-hQRemembering the

For the continuous caseii we replace h by:

li - ~i/df - C~)9
get: d-i _. (ëJ-æì

õpJø

h : -Cl2- eLf
¡; l

define:
?-ø -: 50 (Pb(I-2Kll)) ==jo (J1)
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so: Ld~ d~lJ J
'd v -: õi - ""
Ò'i (j JlJ (dfL

define:
IJ(n) :: r LIZ) - ~o (11)

so

ò v

òx

di1

-: t -aò~t) ¡en.

Now the pressure at Z is: ~
F :: J f cL~

;ë

Integratin by parts:. f.
l:: ~ fs h - 'j ¡Jr Z: - ~ S: d. f

f
Using the fact that:

(~) -;r"dP) _~t ~òy.p W2- J dX
We get:

(lf)r = ~f.* +2kpbg ff't~ M ~ r. dâ: J

For the Gulf stream

prV :: (*)r

so

(.òv \ - .-.(-l_) (~)a iA - f'f Ò t p à X- i!
. P

or

(18)

(18a)

d V _ g a-"h + .2kPb Ô fnf/1~30A + at: ÒIU-+ '?J òÌiJ .. ~ 2/l.. ì (18b)dx- - r Ò'l.:J. -r ò)t' óZ n ~~2. ~ '7 J
ri
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"".. f oa .. )
~ = d ~ _ ~ _ d ¿1 -l ò.6 d lL..
ax 0J1 0/1 -.. ")I i òxoll O) (19)

but from (18)

"2
a II _~-

òZLj

f a-'-
0:JOßfl

è7L: a 
"2

f ïr ~
(~)7. (20)

so
è)'iJ :¿k Po 9: (ò~ _ i i31i ;;/15) _ Soli dL: _

-- + -t'l' V ø)tòri c; j; M-O (2l)

Now to get the boundar condition on the free surface

Remember Ll ~ ~ (11) - 5/1 Cn)

C! i/ -= rLs ~ ~;; h

Using (i8a)

bu.t

rv ::.iA +.: Kq h a!i,.sT v ~~ ~ ~
-t ÒÂdV _ dñ

Ti - 03/

f ~ ~ a 'h .: k (.È1 c1al1.s +- h 'dt;.s )

3b' -= T dX'" +- r at- x- òx.2.

since the integral vanishes

so

On s urfa.ce

¿1~ ~ h - 30 0sCX)J OJ h:: oÓ,S -l 30 (nil ()t) J

This gives: from previous ecin

8Li
+- dñ

36

_ (.i r l-..7-ti.s -+ £h ~ + (d)i"s)2. ~J'
- ¿ + L a x. ~ òx z. Tit 4 o;

+ ~ r an..s (òlJ.s + ~ ~")+(Li.s+jc) 'd'ï..J J.f T; -a ò 'l "F a )t.~

(22)
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Introduce /j' ~-7T
t!

q _ 3°-.i - -
11"

get

Xl )(-7 lX9A-;

1= i.

he) :. ckp1i tom t" (r+J -h ~() Cf~)

.. ji. 'Z Jdb i all òCi d/lq:' dl:~+91 (dta -ònd)(. ~ -~ ~ ~o
~, alL (2Ia)

d¿l~_ =.. (ò Li.. + "~.r d91 +/h \ 2. d a.~ L.
dr ;2 K 2 ~ )t i 0720 õñ L ê /J Ò it:l S (22a)

+ (, ~(è!J.$ + dlis òg,) +(IJ .¡Oìl) ò.ri.. L
(C!l. õX ~,. AA .s -J êx...)

we seek a simple. expression for the velocity. Assume a level of no

motion at r equal rb-

Then for r equal rb

J"t ih + tb~ rb' cost,
rt

Consider the variation of this quantity along a line of constant

dens ity 0

Integrating by parts and differentiating:

¿õ~~ "' ~ts ~~ -I;!HP, j ft':: dJ + ?-, èJ:~ )

if J1 ~ /1b ' setting k:; 0

~ I's-# -I 2 k tb 5 rs ;iJ~ ~ - 2k('b j r~f~ .'-
I1b

Using (l8a) we get f1
(~) = -.1kpb ~ r ~ d.
lo Jlr fL/O Cl ~ (23)
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.# . V -: _ ~ r ri a ¿, cL'l
t /"b 0, J'

(24)

or, introducing dimensionless numbers tJ." J'

v"" - b~ h; rJ~ cL~
lii:

Introducing assumption (23) into (18a) enables us to simplify

our final equation and surface boundary condition.

We have

so ò 'i_ _ ~ ò2.L\
(;'L dn. - f 'òx.i.

Jî

ttV:: -.2Kt~ r M.dJ/ib Ò 't

( * :0)

In non-dimensional form (2l) becomes:

d '2¿¡ a 2- 1/- + c¡1.: - ~I l.-oÔI1~ J' òl.2. 1: òn,- (21)l

and (22.) becomes or we see below

i ci"tJ dtl.. + 3""4. _ ?ii ~ ~ 0
3, ê)~ ó-; ò x. õl1. i a,f! j,' (22) l

Proof of (22) 0

- ri.J

&1,,-*(1 ~+~ ~~J~s Lnb
take d~ 'of both sides and get (22) U since integra.l vanishes.

faLlãi
j:

To get the bottom boundary condition in the case of no motion at

the bottom, we write:
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rn.
dLÎ

V -: -; d.
/L¡' 0 ¡¿

( - J:kß hD )

Sll
dV _ SI\ÒLi

òl -, òJC"2
)lb (- i/ 2K~ ho )

_+ QV
c. tzb ~ ¡;:. 0

but from (18)
èi u

Ò x.
¡: ~:: är

~t/

_ "dl6

-, òn~' c (N ri -= )11

For the boundary condition in the first case, it is seen that the

bottom is no different from the rest of the water mass and so the

boundar condition is just the differential equation. This seems

strange and the question is still not resolved in my mid.. In aiw

event, in practice the level of no motion will surely be used most

of the timeø One conjectures that replacing our free boundary condi-

tion by b. (A) ~ -j () (11.) would not change the velocity values very

much, even though such a boundar condition sets h equal to 0 at

the free surface, because the velocity is calculated by integrating

ò¿
ÒX-

changed very much by the above change in boundary

from top to bottom and one feels that this would not be

condition. How-

ever, this is something to be checked"
,

For the s:iplest possible application of these resuts we

consider a GUlf stream with a linear density gradient, a level of

no motion~ isotherms comig to the surface in a linear maner over

a finite region", The situation is as depicted below.
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ô'2 '3~ + a 'b -: 0 'LI 4'Y).
òx-'2 à (l.

Ò '2l\ ~ ~ i.(l ~~ + -r -= Q AJHIL./', ß.e.

ò)t åli l- d n... ,--v?J~

.èJ 6 =. 0
ëi ll

~ß,c.
t: :: 0 ~ ~aMd G,c,

6 :: c. L;f htVtP 13 c.

- 21 =

.a ' /)
òn," -

-(/j~

Perhaps the top BaC. could be replaced by

6.:: - j i (n.) = in this case to -IL,

.. a.
.l + ~Li C =0
âJ1 ~ Ò)tòn.

i.
'dtJ . l)
ø/" ': -

~x
~i. '3
.2 + a A . 0 4-.1 =0
Ò~ a dt -

tãô~~O

V~.. Ý2k~h/l f ¥- ci
'1b ~
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A Comparison of Steady Fluid Motion

maintained by a Non-Unifonn Wind Stress Distribution and Stead

Motion maintaied by a Non-Uniform Temperature Distribution

by

William Ro Holland

1" Intp'oduction

The problem in which we are interested is based on a simple

model proposed by 1ineykin inl955 and furher exp10red by St01el

and Veronisin 1957" We think of a f1uid layer heated from above

and cooled from below so that a large verticai thermal gradient is

present and t.he fluid is in stable equilibri'Wo

This model is first to be explored when the surface is

subjected to an infinitesimal wind stress distribution and then

when it is subjected to an infinitesimal temperature perturbation.

We will be interested in the form and vertical extent of the

motions"

In particular we will consider oriy the case in which the

motions are snall and in which the disturbances in the tempera.-

ture field are small compared to the basic uniform temperature

field" Under thes e circumstances we shall use the following

perturbation equations~

-f¡.v ~ -~r +foY ~:""

tPcu. :: -.Q + of/v ;:''11J' o': \ ~
3,f.: - ~

linearized equations
of motion (i)

(Z)

(3)hydrostatic equation
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du. +Èi + òvi ~ 0

d)' O~ Ôr continuity equation using Boussinesq
approx". ( f constant except when it (4)
interacts with g)

- .-,
W' de ~ k d eÔi! Cic-"

vertical advection balanced by conductive
perturbed heat transport (5)

f =-l6 (1- ~ 9) simple equation of state (6)

The horizontal extent of the motions is conaidered to be very large

campared to the ver.tical so only the z=cOOponent of the t7 operator is

preserved"

12 0 No Rota.tion

In the caSe of no rotation we can a:iplify the above equations 0

Let ùs consider a tlio=d:iensional model (solutions independent of x)

with f:O" Then the above equations become

~:: Y¡ ~oJ (/ 02è:i.

9l=..~¡;" 8z.

~it dw' =.0
OJ ô 'ž
wb -, K ~- \ Ò or#=

f -; fa (1 --lX e)

l
2.

)
i¿

where b :; mean vertical temperature gradiento

!o Surace willd stresSdistribu~ion ~.. fo V a~)r;.():: T'si(\ k~

Eliminating all.dependent variables exceptvFwe find"
"tl/ 'òe

V10 ô": .. fo ÔQ( Ô ~

Vt; êl-S .. p Q 0I.e dwr0'òž!"" ¡OJ K~
V~ ã4v, -: _ tc.~~ b ~ 7.vi I: B;e" K ~ o¡
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Let the solution be of the form v = V(z) sin ky ø Then

d6V =
dz6

2gO( bk V
k )I (7)

6 oe bk2If F =: gkv g the solution has the form

PiFzv == sin ky ¿Coe where Pi are the 6th roots of unity"i
Allowing oriy those solutions for which v vanishes as z gets very

la.rge, we find

v = sin ky L cie=Ft + e=lFZ(C2 cos? Fz + C3 sin q. hi)) (8)

The boundar conditions at z =: 0 are~

dV
di =

w = 0

1" 0
ßlY sin ky

_~ as v=:O~
Cßv

~ òi? = 0
e:: 0

~5v
:;

Õi!.5
o leads to Ci * lC2 +- 1 C3 :: 0

"d3 V ..~ .. o leads to
s. = C2

Combining these we find V3C1 :: = 3 C3°

Then

l: ~ -i sin kp -Ftl sin kt i 1 + (t +~ g)J

i-C1 =- = 3F V
fa
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Hent!rP

l' 0 (=Fz' =l.Fz ( Ó .r: 0 f3 )~v = .. 5F y sin ky e + ecos 2"Fz ""-vJ Sll i Fz
to

,

From the equation of continuity we can find Wg

..l'k t =~ ;,Fz. (j 3iß'. ff . ~w:: ~. , cos k: =e + e 2 (cos 2Fz + T sin2' Fz)J toY ,
We C:ai also find e from e'quation (5) g

\1 ~ - 3rf3! k COB nfFl + e4!i (-cos 1Fl +13 Binl¡ Fl)J

Bo Surface Temperature Distribu.tion e :: 8 cos ky
o

Now if we eliminate all dependent variables except e

we find

d6 ç§ 6 .~ ¡;Fe
dZo

where e = 13 (z) COB ky

This is the SaIe differential equation as before and so the solution

is of the f'om

€)= COB kyl c¡e=Fz+ e=lFz(c2cos1' Fz -+ 0,3 sin1'f)J

The boundary conditions at z= 0 areg

e :: e cosky
o

clw :; 0 -=') :: 0i)
ò v _ 0 -_~ dLfe "' 0~tf - y ?J# - ·
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d~ leads to
Ô2'a ai = l C2 =~ c) == 0 ~

~
;2 0l =c2 = 0

01 == l 02

atte- leads to~24l 01 ..l- 02 +.1 c) == 0
c) = 0

e == eo cos ky == cos ky (S + °2) = )°1 cos ky

e
o

\ == "3

Hence

I e ~ eo ;08 ky eF' + 2e-lF' co04 F') I
equation (5) g

1f: Kfi0 cos ky Fi: + e-lFl-u04 Fz + fi oinf ~D

Us ing

Using the còntinuity equatiom

_ Kr'eov - "" 3bk . (¿,~ 2 ..l1' J3 1l )sin kyt=e. +e. cos 2' nj"

C" Discu.SBion of Results

Let us exmnine the form and vertical extent of the motions and

temperature perturbation (See figues land 2) ò

We see in the wind stress case a deep perturbation in the tempera.,

ture field with the maximum at ~= 2,,5aIn the other case, however,

we have a quite differe:nt behavior, the perturbation falling off quite

rapidly to $eTO (at about F = 3,,5);,

Lookig at the z dependence of the horizontal velocity we find

the opposite behavior from the above;, At the surface both cases have

maxim values for v but in case A the velocity :aplitude drops off
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.s-

e = temperature perturbation

(temperature perturbation Bound. Cond.)
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Figo 50
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Much more rapidly with depthJj passes through zero at Fz:: 105 and

then goes into a current moving in the opposite direction from that

of the surfaceo In the temperature perturbation case the surface

current extends to a depth Fz:: 3009 beneath which there is also

a negative curent extending to great depthso

The vertical velocity profiles also differ quite a bit in

the two caseso Again for the winds stress perturbation case the

velooity field is rather shallow $ reaching a maximum at about

.FZ :: 102 and then dropping off rapidly to zero at about:F :: 5"

For case BJj w grows more slæly with depth to a max:ium at Fz = 205,

then very gradually lessens in intensity Jl still retaining half the

maximum amplitude atF':: 50

These general features are the most interesting thing about

this problem~ deep temperaturei perturbations and shalow velocity

fields in the wind stress case with the opposite effect in the sur~

face temperature perturbation caseo We might expect these to show

up in the rotational case as well but that is not clearo

Of course thes e results are not terribly unique and exci-

ting because there are several other combinations of boundary con~

ditions which give equally interesting resultso It would be in~

structive to go through these also to gain a complete picture of

the influence that the di.fferent boundary conditions play in the

determnation of the Z dependence of the motions 0

Do Coniiluding remark~

In this short paper we have iionsidered only the easiest case,

that of non=rotationo From this point the next step would be to
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attack the problems of uniform rotation and non-uniorm rotation,

comparing as above the two different cases" ~s Stommel and Veronis

showed in their paper, the variation of the Coriolis parameter with

latitude exerts an important infuence upon the extent of the motions

so that solutions to this problem with non-unifoI' rotation should

be very interesting.

However, since these problems present maiw mathematical

difficulties I have not considered thém here.
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A Simplified Model of Flow Over an Obstacle ..

with Application to the .Atmosphere"

W" Blumen

Mass" Instó of Tech"

I. Introduction

When a basic horizontal atmospheric flow is forced over

an obstacle (small hills, mountains) it is observed that a system

of stationary sinusoidal waves form downstream from the obstacle,

called "lee waves"" The wave amlitudes damp downstream, usually

reach a maximum in the middle troposphere and gradually decay

upward..
,

The basic character of these motions depends on:

10 the static stability of the air, ioe." the temperature

lapse rate

2ò the wind variation with height

Jò the height and width of the obstable"

Whether or not lee wave formation will take place also depends upon

these parameters.. In this problem we assume that wave motion has

occurred and investigate the modification of the flow.

The theory of. mountain waves has onl been treated with any

success in two dimensions. This is basically a non-linear problem,

since the static stability and velocity are invariably fuctions

of height" However, linearized two dimensional theory has been able

to describe the gross features of the wave pattern which forms in

the lee of an infinite ridge (y direction)" We shall investigate

the results of a small scale laboratory model of the wave phenome-
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non (1) 0 The purpose of this model experiment was to var the

significant parameters in order to simulate observed atmospheric

wave patterns"

Bó Mathematical Model

The basic assumptions areg

1" A steady state ( ~. - 0)

2 ó two dimensional

3" viscous

40 incampressibleflow

50 with constant stability

60 constant basic current (rate of speed of the obstacle)

1" fllO over a SJaJl iaplitude .6inu:soidalridge

8" the earhlJ ~ rotation is not considered"
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The schematic model is shown in figure 10

/ / / /

/3cm

-u~ 0
II ;:'0

~ ~

Fig" lò

The coordinate system is stationary with respect to the mountain..

Therefore to an observer moving with the mountain at a rate -u"

there is a wind velocity +u.
o

The system of equations for this problem is~

'au àudu 1 lE ~
1" at + u ax +w ~ - = f o¡+ ¡) V u

20
dw

+ u 'òw + dw :: 1 * g + Y 'Ç%. Wn ãX wóZ =
¡

=

3~
dp +

àp .àp
0'7 uth + w'ã ==

4,,~~ +~= 0

\j'-
(j~ 'd"l

- W + ~-l and thevariableÍ3 have the standard meaning ò
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Here we are interested in a disturbance and the modification of the

mean flow pattern. We express the dependent variables ås

56 (u, W, p, f ) :: (n, w, P, f ) + (us:, WI, pi, f ø)

where the bar indicates an average over one wave lengh of the

sinusoidal obstacle~ The obstacle is assumed to be inintely

sinusoidal and the problem reduces to studying the average motion

as a function of height over one wave length,,' If' (5) is substitu-

ted into the system (1=4) and this System is then averag~ the

mean equations resul to

If the mean equations are SUbtracted from the total equa..
!

tiona (1=4) the perturbation equations are determinedo Since. we

have assumed that t ~ 1 ( E: height of'the obstacle), we expand

all the vaiables in terms of this small parameter, f =: € i "

This says,

( - - El~6) u :: '\0 + ~... . +'. . .

W = wo+w2Ë'"+ e. '0

and similarly for the other mean quantities;

(7) Uo :: un e: 0 + u&. €'2, + ..0

w 0 :: wi E i + W 2 E.' 2. + "" .

and similarly for the other perturbation quantities"

When (6) and (7) are substituted into the mean and perturbation

,
equations and the coefficients of the powers of E are equated

to zero we get a system of mean and perturbation equations correa..
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ponding to each power of 6 J . Since we wish to compare model and

atmospheric flow it is desirable to non-dimensionalize the equa..

tions by putting

ü == ü. ü , w == w'
o

_ --,,_
uo' t= f tm

-,,- - 2
, P == p' fm Uo

ui == u', uo' Wi == W üo' t' = f" f~
It - - 2, pi == P fm Uo

x == x"L, z == z"L, where ü is the constant basic velocitYg
o

L is the wave length of the obstacle and the height of the fluid

and t m is a characteristic mean density" -The first two systems

of mean equations are (dropping the double primes)

E' 0 g u = 1 == constant
o

w == 0
o

(8) o == J d'Æ
;. Po d~

L
--2. gu'o

62 o 'ò (ulwi) == 1 lt~o ê)~ R éìâ'1

Lfr \l) _ _.. d l- + L è)2. W1-
dj - 1'0 :J IT dt5"(9)

- dfl) ;; r.W )
w2 ò J- .. ~ L if I == 0,

Reynolds number ø

Uif '-

where R == )) is the

(lO)

The first order perturbation equations are

c I. ~lJl =- _.. d Ii +-l \7 ~ u;c: . ìf ~o ~ R. /- I
()w, -= _ .L È. -.b Pi Of +.1 M ':W~ po êl ~ iZ/)" Ã d R v.¡ i

l." Wi d~ : Ö
~U.I + dW, ~ ()'l ~
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If the first order perturbations (~, wl) can be determined,

the first modification to the mean field can be found from (9) by

~-

u2 = R r ~ wi dz
i

Then, u= 1+ù2e2"

The second equation of motion in (10) can be written

dW f (-l _ i- d'Pe ~(.!) .. ~ I \"2-
d,x = -. 'òS!, ¡ió d~ 7 p; - -~~ fo ~ +if vH'I .

i - 4- dÆ",.L _1. Ald ,. i -1- /..) .
~i! pc à2 L L Po L L L 10

Therefore we neglect the term Po ~d~ in the eqnation of motion

but not in the thermodynamic equation. Then (10) reduces to the

Boussinesq system of equations" If all the dependent variables

but Wl.9 are eliminated we get the fourth order differential equation

. ã' ~." 4
d-"2w. +G..:'K:i) w= -.: R ("d'8'1 -i.I("- a2.' + K ~w ': t.j

(11) ~2"J 1\ \ '~ ,, L I da
S:i == - -: ~ 9--where - - - '2 t: ~.. (ju." i 0 0/''1

H h d ( ) iKx h' K.' th d' . al'ere we ave assume WI = w z. e. 9 were i . 'is . enon- imenslon .

wave numberó
2

Consider the inviscid equation L, ~ + (S2 ..K2)w = o.

Simarity between the model and atmosphere implies that 52 and -,

be equal in both"

In the model.52 ~ 1020 If we demand that S2 ~ i02 in the

atmosphere, then the model describes slow motion ("".3 mlsec) over

a small sinusoidal ridge (~1 kI length, ,. IOO m high). Also,
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¡2. =: 2 if in both model and atmosphere" In order for the Reyolds

number (R) to be the same in both systems requires an eddy vis-

cosity cC?efficient V ":104 cm2./sec.. This will not be stipulated

here since it imlies a onø~to~one correspondence between mole-

cular friction in the model and turbulent friction in the atmo¡..

phere"

When we,) .- emz is substituted into (ll) and the resulting

quartic equation in m is solved, we get the four roots

SlKRIn = .L -' - (s:.",'I L
.1 :i i/ s -i k. ~

_ _ i SYK 1t ¡
~ - 2. ÝS""-K2. + s ~K'" l:

il) ~ j k2'F (J + i.)

m4 ~ - vi'R (i +L)

The general solution of (ll) is

C (ri Z + iKx) +- C (m2z + iKx)wl (x,z) = ie .2e +
(m3z + iK) Gn4z + iKx)+ C3e + C4e

The solutions corresponding to the roots ri and m2 are siiilar

to the inviscid solutions but modified by a small exponential factor;

the remaining roots correspond to boundary layer s olutionso
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III. Boundar Conditions

In the model experiment it was observed that the top boundar

remainedundisturbedò Therefore at the upper surface we set WI :: 0..

Since a free surface cannot support a tangential stress" we have

du.' ò~vv
'Oil = 'õi!~ = 0$ using the continuity equation" 

At the lower

boundar w = 0 in viscous flow" The fourh boundar condition must

introduce the effect of the obstacle" It was observed that the

boundar layer was not largeii so that at a small distance ( ¡)

above the lower boundar the now was practically unaffected 'b

friction 0 Then the now just above the obstacle essentialls fol-

lows the contour of the lower boundar..

The fou boundary conditions

d 2.w,wl = d ~ i. = 0

are

at z = 1

wi = 0 at z = i.

wl = iKeiK at z= I '+ !

where .¡ = Re e iKx

The first ordeí solution which satisfied the bounary con't

ditions has not been determined òIt is hoped that the modified

mean velocity profile agrees with the observational evidence of

alternate layers of high and low speedö

Reference
l¡¡Long, R~R"" 1959~ A Laboratory Model of Air Flow over

the Sierra Nevada Mountains ò The Rossby Memorial Volume..

New York¡,
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On the Propagation of Shallow Waves in a Viscous Fluid in a

Rotating System

by

R"Le Duty

Abstract

We study the effect of viscous damping on the propagation

of shallow waves in a rotating system for the ease of a fluid of

constant depth Ho Travelling waves exist provided the wavelengths

are sufficiently large, the exact magnitude depending on the vis-

cosity ý and depth H of the fluid, as well as the Coriolis fre-

quency f (= 2 w) ~ In all cases the intuitive result that vis-

cosi ty damps the motion is supported mathematically.

Some interesting boundary layer results are found for the

flow near an oscillating wall" Comparison is made between the

completely inviscid results and those for small viscosity 0
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1 ô Introduction

L8lb (i879) discusses the effect of viscosity in dissipating

energy associated with shallow Waveso In a non-rotating system it

is possible to derive a single equation for the wave surface ;

(X,9 YIP t) free of fluid velocities u and Vô In a rotating system,\

which we are considering,\ the fluid velocities u and v are coupled,

with the result that two equations are obta~ned relating u to f "

By seeking solutions in the form of trav~lling waves weare led to

an algebraic relation connecting the pqysieal varables" Conditions

for the propagation of these waves are eXPticitly determined together

with damping factorsQ A "forbidden wavelengh band-, which would be

difficult to predict by a purely physical argument, is found for

which waves do not propagate,\ while poth long'er and shorter wave-

lengths are propagated"

2:0 The Governi Equations

,

As is customary.9 we shall neglect the substantial derivative~ ~
ñt in the Z', ~omponent momentur,equa,tiorlii and negiect the convective

terms in the x andy compónent' equations, to obtain the viscous

shallow wave equationso The effect of viscosity on, the vertical

component of the motion is also neglected which :i in agreement with

the neglected t'erm ~~o The viscosity is retained in the x and y

component equations, which leads to the viscous "stem,
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Mz,) p :: = t ~(z - ))
Mx) ut .. fv + g S x :: -VV2u

(I)
!t) 'V.t + fu + g 5 :: ..l\2v. y
(c) )t + (Hu). + (Hv) .': 0xy

Seeking wave solutions of (i) we may write the time

dependence of Ua V 9 and f in the :r om

U :: io-te u(x,y)
v ::. io-t .e v(x,y) (2 )

p _ . :lcrt f. ( )
J - e i .' _jX,y

-where it will be unerstood hereafter that Uj v, and ) have

spatiaidependence oriYo Having made the substitution (2) into

(l) we arrive at the equations which relate other fluid veloci-

ties u and v to the wave surfac!3 )' a

iG"u -fv + gf X == -VV2u

1crv+fu+gr ;= .yV2v
y (3)

10-) + (Hu)x + (liv)y :: 0,

The first equation of (3) may be solved for the v-velocity

conponent!) which,¡ when substituted into the second equation,l leads

to an exres5ion between u and )' alohe,

",.2 tl4u = 21 O"~ ¡lu + (L- = (f2)u :: g C.. ~/ f x "" icr f x = f)' y L (4)
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while v = J ~()u + g )' x .. 4/V2D (5)

Let us seek plane wave solutions of (4)~ in particul~r

f .A =ilx.. , e

u = B e=iP x
(6)

which are waves travel11i;g :l the x-direction", We will satisfy

the equation of contin'?ty (the third equation of (3)) ,with

solutions of the form (6) for the particular case of constant

depth~ provided we choose

A = iHB--li (,7)

Havig placed H equal to a constant (which we still denote by H,

for convenience), we may substitute (7), together with the ex-

pression (6) for u ai;d V,9 into the oonnecting relation (4)" The

result of this sequence of operations is an algebraic quartic

equation in.. Jj or an algebraic cubic equation in õ " We are

interestec in the cubic $quation which is

()3 .. 2iý12()2 .. (gH12 +-.214 + 1-)6" + igiJ,f4 = 0 (8)

40 Solutions to the (Jequation

We have reduced the original problem to the simpler one of

solving (8) for () as a function of the other variables" In order

to apply the ordinar theory of cubic equations it would be con-

venient if (8) had OIÙy real coefficients of CJ " With this in

view we make the transformation

õ= ",1 ( (9)
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In term of the transformed variable '( :9 we have

0.3 + 2-1l-2 '02 + (gH..2 +-12 -e4 + i)t + gYH.-4 = 0 (10)

which has real, positivej¡ coefficients for real wave number 1 "

The theory for deiiermining the nature of the roots of (IO) is well

developed and may be found in any elementary book on the theory

of equations, e.g. Lovitt.. The nature of the roots depend on

For the equation (10) jthe sign of the discriinant .6.

C 2 2 ,-l1.4J36 ==4 gHl + f.. .3 "-2j f 2 R 4. L9gH12..2-2 J! 4 .. 18f2 J 2

(11)

F'or future reference we now tabulate the well-known l"esul tS:9

Case li .6 ;: 0

The roots '( i are all real and distinct, hence the roots

cr. of (8) are all purely ima. inary " In term of the surface
:i

) (X.j t) this implies that waves do not advances but are of the

form (where '6. are all real):i

(S.t 0
e i. COB AX

t.t
(or e i. sin,e x) (l2)

On physical grounds one might expect that the Y. should all be:i

negative in order that the energy be dissipated" We sha1llater

show this to be correct on mathematical grounds.

Case 2i D. :: 0

The roots )f. are all real" Two of the roots are equal~:i

Againj/ the 0'. are all negative":i

Case.3i b. ¿ 0

One of the roots (say t.3) is realo Two of the roots are
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complex conjugates of each other, iòeó '(2 =

future reference write

o l. Eat us for

t. :: a + ib. (/2 = a- ib1 '
which gives solutions of the plane wave-type for ) (x,t)

f (x, t) = eat cos(bt - lx) Lor eat sin(bt - ..xD (13)
Again, it will be shown a is negative, corresponding to damping.

It will also be shown t3 is negative"

5" Physical Nature of the Solutions..

The sign of the discriminant )Â, determines the type of wave

solutions exected" In Order to display the dependence of ~ on

the physical variables more explicitly it is useful to expand the

.c of (ll)" Doing this!) we find

6= -i2(g2rl = 4-V2f2),t8 + 4gH(5-ý2f2 ..ir:)1.6 ..

.. 4r2(2 -.2£2 + 3g2if) ~ 4 ..

"" 12gat;¿ 2 = 4f6

(14)

Several interesting results are imediately evidènt from

(i4). Let us first consider waves which have sufficiently long

wavelengths so that we may write approximately,

b: ~ =4f6 (i5)
which ii:, of course, an equality for j == 00 This result imlies

that (according to case 3) waves of a sufficiently long wavelength

are travelling waves which are damped by an exponential time factor,

regardless of the other physical variables" (We hàve not yet proved
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damping,,) If' in fact we retained terms to order J. 4 in the

exression (is) for long wavelengths, we would still find tra-

velling waves since 6 is negative" Let us now consider the pro-

pagation of waves of short wavelength for which 1 is large" If

inparticular we approxiate lj by the highest order term in l for

large ,ewe have

6 ~ -. 2 (g2'¡ .. 4"ý 2. f'2 Lt 8 (16)

If waves of very shorb wavelenghs are to- be propagated, it is

again necessary .for L: to be negati've, which implies the inequal-

ity on the physical situation,9

2-1f ~ gH (l7)

We have shown. that" waves of very long wavelength are always propa..

gated, and if the inequality (17) is satisfied, waves of very

short wavelengh will be propagated also" If' the physical situa..

tion is such that

'l-vf ~ gH (18)

A rather interesting situation may occur if both very long-
,

and very short-wavelenghs are present, i. e,,_ assume (17) is sC9tis-

fied" We may for convenience re-write (17) as an equality,

+_,/-f2 :: iil +. G 2 (l9)
where e 2 is real and positive (non-zero). We shall now investi-

gate the possibility of existence of a band of wavelengths r (i)

(short, but limited above and below) which are riot propagated"
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Let us consider waves for which a reasonable approximation to L)

is given by retaining the two highest powers of .e !J i. e.

¿l~y2(g2if.. 4v'2f2)f8

-I 4gH(5-ý2.é~ ;.~2Ff)l6

(20)

If wè SIbstitute (l9) into (20) we may express the discriminant,

~ :: 1. 6 t -l'¿e 2 i 2 +. 4gH(-ý 2f2 + € 2D

the condi~ìon that wave$ not be propagated is satisfied fo~ wave=

lenghs
2~ 2-(4g~

Eo

By considering a physical situation in which i is suficiently

large that (20 )is reasonably valid, while G 2 is small, we see

r cR. ) f.dbouned above for large "e.. As we consider longer

wavelengths, ioe" 1--0, the approximation (20) ceases to be valid,

and from the exact expression (14) we see waves of sufficiently long

wavelength are always propagated" Thus we have shown that vis-

cosity allows the possibility of existence of a set of non-propa.

gating wavelengths r (i.), bounded between propagating waveso

60 Damping by Viscosity

We shal now prove the physically obvîous result that vis-

cosity damps the motion. It is convenient to Consider cases i and

2 ( see result l2) together, case .3 separat ely (s ee result 13)"

CaseS 1 and 2i Solutions are of the form

t..t
e i cos Ix r- t. t Jl?r e i sinfx (12 bis)
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negative"

Yo are real" We wish to show that Yo (i = l,2,3) arei i
We are given that ¥o a.re solutions of the cubic equa..i

where the

tion (10), which has all real9 positive coefficients . It follows

imediately by relating the Yo to the coefficients, which are alli
positive, that the Y. (i = 1,2,3) are negative if they are reàJ.i
Case 3~ Solutions are of the formit y.t

e 3 cos..x Gr e 3 sin lxJ

eatcos(:t bt ",lx) Gir eatsin (t bt"'" .tx:Ü
(13 bis)

where ¥1':= a + ib, '1; = a "" ib

We wish to show that ac:O and' 'O "' 0" Again we refer to

the cubic equation (10).. For real l the constant term in (10) is

positive, hence we prove 13 is negative.. That a is nega.tive follows

by assuming solutions, one real, two complex, an relating the

coefficients of (LO) to these solutionso'In particular if we ob..

tain an equation for a alone we find it is a cubic equation with

all real positive coefficients" The real solution (8) to such an

equation is (are) negative which proves a c: 00

Thus, in all ca.sesø viscosity damps the motion"

70 Solution for waves of long wavelength

We may formally write the solution of the () -equation (8) by

the standard method of solving a cubic equationo This will involve

complicated algebraic quantities" We may.9 by seeking a solution for

small 1. !J hope to simplify the answerwhUe still retaining the

essential characteristicso With this purpose in vimt, let us seek
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the solution of (8) for small l, by neglecting terms of order 14.

With this approx:iation, the () -equation becomes

()3 co 2i -. £ 2 () 2 = (gH12 + £2) 0- := 0

which.. provided () =f 0, may be written

0-2 = 2i -vi 2(J = (gH-t2 + f2) :: 0 (2l)

Thus we see the explicit wave solutions are of the form

-ý ;, 2
e= tcos(:t bt =lx) ~r e"''' i 2tSin(:t bt.. l x)J (22)

where

b :: V gH£ 2 + ¡. = -12 i 4

The solution (22) exhibits explicitly that (within our approx-
i

imation) the shorter waves are damped more strongly than the larger

ones~

8" Infinite half~plane with periodically oscillatin boundar

Let us consider the infinite half-plane x .: 0 with the

boundary x = 0 oscUlating periodica:y, ice"

u lPO == U eio-t (23)

where () is real"

The no slip condition at the boundary is

v I JFO =: 0 (24)

We now wish to investigate the bounar layer, and coastal

wave effect which ma.y be compared with the inviscid resul to Let

us non.-dimensionalize the equation (8) as follows
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õ.= Æ cr

f == JI f

1-
J!= -lR

wherè the barred quantities are non-dimensional.. In terms of

these variables, (8) becomes

iï4 cF(2,iN~ +1) IJ2 + 6=(cT2.. :F) =x- '" N (i .. N Ö=) . N (i- N ¿; ) 0 (25)

where
N == -i

R vgR'

Hereafter we shall drop the, bars,l and it will be understood

the quantities are non-diiensionalized as given above" The equation

(25) may be solved for 1. 2 to give

..2 == (2iN 0- * 1)0- 1: V ~ (0-. =4N2d- f2 + 4iNf2)

2N (i - N \J )
(26)

It is clear that (26) may be solved :for.i as a function of 0- I:

This representation involves several radica.ls. As we are primariy

interested in small viscoSity5l we may initially assume N is small,

and imediately obtain simplifications. In particular we shall

assume the following approximationjl

Vex2 + N ~ == 0( (1 + ~)
20(

(27)

With this simplification.? (26) may be written for small N,\

-t+ 2. == (f) 0 cr + t) .. iJ

.e2 :: (d-2"" f2)
""

(28a)

(28b)

And hence we may write for the roots of (26)1)
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x

= :! (~ )l L r ~ cr r2¡-r¡ +~ + (0- r2¡b-) J 2

~ ¿ L V( in f2l,,2 + 21 - (0' + f2¿IT)J j

-- 3,4 = + ! ()2 =1-

--
1$2'

As we are now ready to write the solution, we refer to (6)

and (7) in non=dimensional forIg which is

4

5 = ~ R e=iljx eiõtj=l j
-i P",....Rj ..iÆjx i(Itu =~ '. e ej=l . j

(29)

(30)

(31)

We must choose R2 and R4 identically zero in order that the height

of the surface be finite as x ~ 00 0 Then we may write (30) (3l) a.S"

5 C ..""i .f1x " .. =1 fi3:XJ ,, a-t= lL e + R e ' e.--i 3 '

_ CcrRi =i21 x, O"R3. =1.t3XJ i (lt
u- -,e + ~e e~l ~3

(32)

The constants a. and R3 are to be determined by the boudar con-

ditions (23) and (24)" We have fram before, in non=dimensional foJ:jl

v =î (i cru + f x -N, '12 u J,

The boundary conditions then imply

:= Vii ~N~.l; - 2 il.) + i(211'l db .t;.. ~2)J
R¡.. d- CoN(.g;.. R;) + i( l~ ~ 1; ) J

ut Ca-N Ji-~'+ i( (í2 .. ~t )J

ll = rr' (ÇU( I~ - 11'" ) + i('~; - -l)'" )J

(5 bis)

(33)
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where.li and ~ are defined by (29)" and U is the non-dimensional

bounary amplitude corresponding to that given in (23).. 2
We will now study these resultso From (28a) we see the ,1+

quantity depends on viscosity while in (28b),viscosity does not

enter explicitly oIt is to be remembered of course that small N

was assumed in deriving these expressións" Let us first interpret

(28b) .

For a completely inviscid analysis we find that

.,2 = (0-2 _ 1-) (4)

while for small v~scositYJ

2

.t :: (cr2 '" f2)"" (28b bis)

which is identical" We thus see we have recovered the invicid

solution for the case of small viscosity, but we have an additional

solution (28a) which now requires consideration.

From (28a) we see for small viscosity

.. =0 (Q:) l1 N
which then implies a boundary layer exists near the wall~ and its

thickness is of the order (~)l. The physical quantities u, v, and

) may be calculated from (5) and (32). For all these quantities

we observe that one term modifies the solution significantly near

.x = 0, while the other term is important for x ~ ~)i .

9" Examples and Nmnerical Results

het us first seek an example in which the forbidden wave-

length band of Part 5 may exist. Recall the desired physical
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situation is one such that

2-ýf ~ gH (17 bis)
where these are diensional quantities" It is natural to first con-

sider the ocean for which table 1 applieso

H

Homogeneous

(10)7 cm2¡sec

(10)3 cmsec2

(IO )..4 sec

4(lO)' em

Reduced gravity (internal)

(10) 7 em2¡sec

cmsec22

Quantity

ï/

g

f (lO )..4 sec

4(10)4 cm

Table I"

In the case of shallow waves on a homogeneous ocean, the inequality

(l7) is greatly violated by a factor of (10)5o -If we consider the

ocean as a two-density model and consider internal waves, we intro..

duce a reduced gravity g U which is defined

U _ (- f:; - fi )
g - g ('2. + f¡

The upper layer extends one=fifth of the total depth below the

surface 0 The values for the reduced gravity case are given in

table 1" The inequality (l1) is violated by a factor of (10)1

for this caseo This factor is not sufficiently large to preclude

the possibility of (17) being satisfied due to the fact that -ý

is not necessarily correct to one par in ten.. Thus we must admit

the possibility of the forbidden band, although unfortunately we

Cannot guarantee its existenceo We may experimentally set up the
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forbidden band situation by filling a large tank with two fluids

of very nearly equal densityl1 and generating waves. The diffi-

cultieB associated with such an experiment would be techncal ones.,-

In the oscillating boundar problem of Part 8 we observed a

N l 2 2order ( ä=)o For a- .i f weboundary layer having thickness of

have from the inviscid results a coastal wave having thickness of

2 21
order (f cO IJ )"" ò We may ask for what value of d- wiii the boun-

da,ry layer be of comparable thickness with the coastal wave, i"e"

we require

(~) l ~ (f2.. a-2)"l

hence

cr ~~ G ~ ~J(~)2 l' 41 J

For the ocean there are two cases of int.erest, shallow waves

exending to the surface, and internal reduced gravity waveso

For the first case, N = (IO)",,2, f = (10) 
"".3 l1 where f is non-dfmen-

sional, corresponding to the value in table 1" Due to the relative

magitude of (l/N) and £ we may flPproxiate tbe,.quareroot, as was

done in (27) to get

d- :: Nf2 ll 10""S

or in dfmensional terms

õ:: (10)",9Isec

This means the boundary layer thiclmess will be comparable with the

coastal wave thickness if the period of oscillation of the bounar

is 60 yearso

A more interesting caSe is that of internal waves for which

N =10 IJ f:: 10=2 li where f is non=dimensionals corresponding to the
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value in table lC) For this case

d- == 10-3

or in dimensional terms

c: =io-4/sec.

This means the period of oscillation should be slightly less than
,

one day" A period of this magnitude may' be realized physically

if we simulate the effect of a pressure front moving up the coast

by the oscillating boundary.. There is still a further result

which may be of interest"

Suppose we are exerimentally able to measue the net

effect of the viscous boundar layer and coastal wave at some

distance from the shore, iceo we evaluate the quantity

i ex L=(f2 .. cr2)lxJ "* B ex CoO( ~ )lx J

by experiment, where l and B are known functions of cr and f,

the viscosity being assumed the unkown quantity. Using the

previous relations we may evaluåte N, the macroscopic viscosity 0

.'
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Convection of Water Maintained by Cooling from Below

(Department

Augustine So Fuoto
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institut~on

of Geophysics and Geophysical Engineering,
University)

st" Louis

Introduction

Numerous papers have been written on convection of liquid .
maintained by heating from below and cooling from aboveo As a

deviation from this pattern., the process of convection by cooling

from below and warming from above was investigated"
,

Since water has the property of being most dense at 4°c

it was an ideal fluid to set up a convecting motion by cooling

from belowc Experiments were performed in which convection was

. observed when a vessel of water was cooled on the bottom at OOC"

.A attempt at a mathematical analysis of the process was far from

being successfuL

I" The Experiment

I- A" Apparatus and Equipment

Figure 1 shows the density = temperature profile of watero

From this it can be inferred that if water in a vessel was cooled

at aOc on the, bottom and kept at a warm temperature, say 16°C~ on

the sur.face~ some sort of mo.tion should occur" For somewhere in

the vessel there should be a layer of water a,t 4°c" And as OOc

water mt:',re buoyant than 4°c water, the (~older water should tend

t.o rise"

For t,he experiment, 'the GonJr,a:iier used was a cylindrical

shell of lucite with l inch thick walls, an outside diameter of
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F.gure ;i

Variation of density with temperature

.
o
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glem3 x 10""
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12 inches and a height of about 10 inches" One end of the lucite

e,linder was machined smooth so it 
sat flush upon a plate of

aluminum l inch thick, 13 inches wide and 16 inches long. To

render the vessel water-tight, stop cock grease was applied to

the contact area between the lucite shell and aluminum plate"

Figure 2. shows the arrangement for the first few experi-

ments" The height of the water was about 10 CI.. The container

was made to rest on a block of ice large enough so that the plate

was contained by the ice" ('

(é/va ri i rrtt

ri
i

(I

i.~¿'~~
~~\V\/
VJo-~

R'esli1\)Ce.

ß\'i&qe

~+Of c~k
~v-qS e.

F/(;, 2

To measure the temperature of water at various levels, a

thermisGsl' connected to a bridge circuit was used" The 'thermistor

was at'tached to a movable rod with a graduated scale so that the-

depth of the thermistor from the surface of water !Could be measuredo
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The bridge circuit consisted of a potentiometer with external

galvanometer and battery" At each reading the resistance of

the thermst or was measured by the bridge circuit and then the

reading was converted to temperature by a calibration scale"

A particle of AgN03 crystal dtlopped into the water proved

to be an excellent indicator for the moving water" As ordinary

tap water was used, there were sufficient amounts of various

chlorides present to form Agel" The fine paricles of Agel were

excellent tracers when a beam of light was focused into the vessel

at right angles to the line of observationo

The arrangement of placing the vessel upon a block of ice

was unsatisfactory for prolonged observations" The uneven melting

of ice wared the aluminum plate, which brought about leakage of

water at the contact interface of; the shell and plate" For a more

stable set uP.ø salt water and ice combination was used to cool the

bottom" The arrangement is shown :i Figure 3" Salt water was

readi1 available in the form of sea water which was piped into the

laboratory from nearby Vineyard Sound" The best measurement of the

~ Luc'ite. c~ Iiride.

Wi:ter Sa It wo11
o. Tea

00
() D

o D 0 () U
¿;,(ÚÚ ()

-,
i

I

¡.- -Po. Y)
!

WCl c&t 13 \ ocl(,

F"I(;. :3
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saltwater-ice combination in contact with t he plate indicated a

stead -00)2°0.

I-B. Procedure

It was found that if water at room temperature was poùred

into the vessel to a height of 10 cm and the bottom cooled at

0°09 it took about 6 hours before any convective motion was

noticed. To eliminate the long waiting period, water cooled to

about 5°c was poured into the vessel toa height of 5 em. A cir-

cular piece of cardboard,was placed upon the surface.. Water at

room temperature was then poured gently upon the cardboard and allowed

to ru off the eçìges of tpe ca.rdboardo In this way roughly water of

two layers waS obtained. After the motion of water resulting from

pouring was allowed to settle, temperature measurement was taken..

The temperature profile was not linear, but more that of a parabolao

(Figue 40)

Surfarce

l'
Height

Temp °0 --

Fig" 4

After the equipment and apparatus were set 'Qp and the b:I'dge

circuit eonnected.l the temperature profile of the water was taken.
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every hour" As two miutes between readings had to be allowed

for the thermistor to be in isothermal equilibrium with the sur-

roundin water!) one profile took about 20 minutes..

The data were plotted on a graph of tempe!'ature vSo deptho

A number of these successive graphs gave a history of the evolvig

temperature profile. Besides the temperature, the densities of the

water corresponding to t he various temperatures were also 'plotted"

I = C" Observations and Data

There were some interesting observations connected with

convective motiono

At the onset of convection~ the height of the upward motion

of the water was 1 em" This seemed to be the minimum, height of con-

ve ction" The upward motion occurred along ridges about 7 em long

and cured" Fiure 5 shows the type of motion..

~ l'
/ C/
l

Fig.. 5

Upward Convection at Onset

When the motion had developed toa height of 2,,5 em, it

showed an irregular cell-like pattern" A top view of the motion

is shown in Figure 6" The lines that seemed to indicate the

boundaries of cells were regions of upward motion" In general

the average diameter of these irregular patterns was about 5,,0 em"
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J
/'"",~

f/g~
!

Fig. 6

Top View of Convecting Water

Broken Lines Suggesting Cells

When the upward motion I'eached a height of 7 em, there was. ,
a change in the pattern.' There were lines indicative of boundaries

of iI'regular cells.. ThG average diameter of these cells was 13 cm.

However, this time the upward motions occurred in what seemed to be

the centers of the cellè and the dowward motion occurred along the

boundaries 0

At the onset of the convective motiona the motion was similar

to a roll. At the second stage of conveet:.onl\ the upward motion

occurred in thin walls that suggested cell boundaries" At the third

stage the upward motion was concentrated in thin streaks while other

parts of the water were relatively undisturbed"

i~ Fig" 1
/l~

Upward Motion in Streaks or Filaments
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The data from two of the experiment s have been included in

this reporte Graphs resulting from the data were also included"

E?periment 4"

Date: August 169 1960

Height of water colum 10,,05 cm

Vessel set on block of ice.

Traverse J."

Depth Scale TherristorTemperature Time
Reading

4,,1 in (,,18 in from bottom) 2562 ohms 3" 7°C

'4,,25 2402 5,,1

405 2301 5,,9

4,,75 1995 8,,8

5~0 l857 1005

505 1678 12.5
600 1570 1308
6,,5 1496 14,,8

700 1427 15,,9

7,,5 1367 16,,8

4,,65 2322 5.7
4,,55 2385 .5,,2

4,,40 2450 4,,1

At 10g25 Height of convection 005 in10i27 0,,8 in

p.mo

10g19 p"m"

lOg21

10g23

10: 25

IOg30

10: 32

10: 34

109 36

10 g l.

109 45
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Exeriment 4 (cont i)

Depth Scale

Traverse C (cont i)

5,,00 inches

4,,5

4075

4..25

400

3" 75

3,,60

- 72 -

Thermistor Temperature
Reading

2424 ohms

2598

2597

2629

2590

2646

2844

4" 9 °c

3,,5

3,,5

3,,3

3..
3..1

i. 7

Motion height 107 in at ll: 56

T me

12:i5 p.m"

12: 18

12: 20
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Exeriment 7..

Date: August 25 s 1960

Height of water colum 3,,9 in
Vessel cooled by salt water=ice combination at =002°C.

Room tempo 23,,5 °c"

Depth: from bottom Thermist or Temperature Time
Reading

Traverse A"

ol.in 2560 ohm 309°C

,,25 2460 4,,6

,,50 2361 504

075 2253 6,,4

1,,0 2139 705

l025 2030 805

ló75 1868 1003

2025 1740 11,,6

2,,75 1630 1301

3,,25 1534 14,,3

3,,5 1483 '1500

3..15 1430 1508

21: 38

21~53

Height' of motion 051t at 2l g 38

o 81t at 21g 42

101" at 2b54

Traverse Bo

3,,15 JJ94d~ 16,,2

3,,5 1515 14,,6 22g 00

2Q 75 1615 13,,3 22g02

2025 l728 11,,9

1,,75 1896 9,,5 22-: 06

1025 2190 609

1,,0 2340 505

Oò7.5 ç410 4,,4
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Experiment 7 ( cont i )

Traverse B (cont u )

Depthg from bottom

,,5 inches
,,25

,,15

"I

E:xper:lent 1

Thermist or

Reading

2575 ohms

2575

2650

2705

= 76 =

Temperature

3,,6 °c

306

3,,1

2,,7

Motion 1,,5 in high at 22:14

Traverse C"

..1 in
,,25

,,5

..75

I ,,00

i. 25
1..
1" 75

2.00
2.25
2.5
3.0
307

2708

2614

2588

2580

2580

2525

2410 :t 10
2210 4- 10

2045

1910

1785

l615
1463 '

2..7°C

3..3

3,,5

3,,6

3..6

40ò

5.0
607

80 ":

9,,8

1l,,2
1303

1504

Motion 2.1 in high 23g24

4,,5 :i across

Time

22:25

23: 03

23g09
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Exeriment 4.

Depth from bot tom Therris tor Temperature Time
Reading

Traverse D.

3.7 ir 1493 ohms 14..8 °c

3..25 1614 13.3 24: 09

2.. 75 1815 11..9

2.25 2i83 7..0

2.00 2400 5..1

1.75 2560 3.8
1.50 2625 3..3

1.25 2645 3..1

1.00 2655 3,,0

.75 2655 3.0

.5 2655 J.O

.25 2610 3.40
-

..l5 2630 3.3

.10 2730 2.4

.05 ~780 2..10

Traverse E..

..05

..25

,,50

1,,00

1.50
2..00

2025

2,,5

2" 75

3..0

3..5

3..7

Height of motion 2.6 in at 24: 23

2860

2750

2730

2690

2680

2680

2675

2570

2210

2030

i810
l725

Height of motion

i..6° i:16 Aug026,1960

2,,3

2..5

208

2.,
2..9

3..2

3.. 7

6,,8.

8.5
10.9
ll..9 1:26

3 in at 1:27
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I = D A Few Results

When the heat flux through the water was compared to the

height of the convective motion, a somewhat linear relation waS

found. The quantities are tabulated below while 'the graph is given

in Figure 8:

Ii

Heat Flux (cal )
see cm2

3.6 x 10=3

3,,8 x 10-3

4.0 x 10-3

2.l x 10-3

2,,8 x IO=3

3,,16 x 10-3

3,,6 x 10-3

Height ( em)

1..27Ex,,4
tI 3,,3

4,,8

Exo? 2.03

3.0

5,,33

7,,6

But the appearance was deceptive" A better linear

relation was found when a quantity ~.~ 0( 13-" h 'I resembling
VK

the Rayleigh number was plotted against the heat fluxo The

symbols are:

g == 8 eJl9 0 '--..see':

0\ =: coefficient of expansion of water

near 4°C,

¡3 :: mean temperature gradient

Y == kinematic viscosity

K == thermal conductivity of water

h :: height of convective motion./'

In the Rayleigh number f3 to the first power is used, while f3 2

was more appropriate to this problem because the density of water
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IHeati nux
i

nxO..3 calf see em2

5_

.. 83 ..

4

3-

i

5
t

6 7

f'ft' '7

1
i

2
-,

3 4

Heat nux (ca1fsec cm2)

3.6 x iO..3

3.8 x 10..3

4.0 x 10-3

2..1 x 10..3

2,,8 x 10-3

3..i6 x 10-3

3,,6 x iO-3

near 4°c is a parabolic function of temperature. The results are:

~
2 .

Ex.4

Exp.7

Height of Motion em

Figure 8

:2 rxß :¿l. 't
vI(

8,400

56, 700

1.2,000

21,500

47,300

149,000

300,000
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The results were plotted (Figure 9)" The first point of Exeri..

ment 7 probably represented a different regime from the other

points"

As a minii the quantity ':2 $ot¡S 'Ll.r turned out to be 5250
)) l(

II.. Mathematical Analysis

The attempted mathematical analysis followed closely the

arguments presented in a paper by.Ane Pellew and R. V" Southwell

on convective motion in a fluid heated from below (1940)..

II = A The Governing Equations

In rectangular coordinates with the origin of the coordi-

nate system at the midpoint of a layer of water, and with the

x=y plane horizontal and ~direction being vertically upward,

the equations of motion are

D
PDt (u,v,w) == t (X,Y,Z) ( -l .9 1.) p + iJ l) \1 ':(u, v. w) (i)ox ' êiy , oz ',- ,

u, v,w are the ,components of velocity, X,Y,Z are the components of

body force, f is the density of water, iJ the viscosity.

In this problem, we have

x = 0, Y = 0, Z = ' -g. (2)

The equation of continuity is

Pi + ( êl u + Civ + ~ ) = 0Dt t OX "by oz (3)

Aawas shown in Figure 1 of this paper$ the density profile of water

near 4°c resembles a parabola" Hence we assume that density t is
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represented l:

p ~ ¡Oo (i - 0( (J _i;J2) (4)

where fa is the density at 4°c, or I g/cm2 in the c.g.s.

system, ë is the actual temperature in °C,

0( == 7 G 8 x 10-6 (OC) ",2,

T = 4°co '
The equation of conduction of heat

00 == k V~e
Dt (5)

where k is the diffusivity for the temperature.

In the initial state where convection has not yet begun,

u,v, w vanish severally" From the first three equations as given

in (1), it is seen that p == p is independent of x and y, and we
o

have only

0= - 3t - ~~
(6)

p denotes the initial (steady) pressure at (x,y,z)"
o

tion (3) is satisfied identically"

Then equa-

The temperature is also held steady in the initial case

and is independent of x and y" Then as

De
== 0Dt

we have

o :: dZ.~k ò::7- (7 )

and the temperature gradient will be constant" In the experiment,

we did not obtain this idealized situation, but this can be brought

about if we were patient enough tv wait six hours before convection
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began.

We may express the initial temperature e in the form
o

e :: Cd.., + ,0 i:o ,'f.J (8)

where f3 is the steady temperature gradient, and (8" is the

temperature of the midpoint of the layer of water.

As density is given by

f = t~Q-exl(eo-~YJ

we have upon substitution

f ~?~ G -ex, (;3? - Ïo 1- (faY" J
(9)

Also

-t pc r: i - ~ )2J
ò ~ ~ -:3 fa L! - ex i( ,ß a- - 10 + UY 0

We assume that u, v, w, the velocities in the convective

motion, to be sufficiently small that their squares and products

can be neglected.. This is justified as observations showed that

it took several minutes for the tracers to travel what seemed to

be a cycle. Then we may replace D óDt by ãt
We designate the temperature as

e :; eo + T :. (Ea -+ ß = + r (10)

where T is the dev;Îs:'b1.óäfrOI the':bn1tial' .tempe:N'&'\Ì"eprofile.

We assume T to be small so that second order terms can be neglected.

Upon substituting (LO) into (5), we have

-ß'~= a -~\7~Ji
"i'.I",
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or

- (3 w ;: Ct t- - R t7 ~ J T (ll)

Density also can be expressed with T, So that

ÔPo

Òè '" -~t

t -: f (7 G -0( i ( (3 ~ + T - To -+ ea t J.
Further we can express p = p +- P where pis pressure in theo 0
iritial state ånd is a function of z; only, while p is the pertur-

bationo We had

butf here is only in the unperturbed state,9 so that --~must

express f as f:=fo (l-o(l(ß~-io+(lo)J

Then

~ -= -Bfo D -rX,((3i! - 1: + ~tJ.
If we substitute these into equation (1) and let Ldt.

become ødt ~) we obtain

f ~F :. - ~ to 0(, f - 2 T (ß ~ - T" + ~() )) - V F + \) p \l i. iÌ

in which se~ond order term in T have been l1eglE?ctedo We may

rewrite

~ ~ :. i ßO( iT ((3 ~ - -i + (W ()) T( - f V' P + v pV ~ æ (l2?)

We may replace sqn~tion (3) by

\7. it -: 0 (13)

By combi~g u and v equations of (l2) wit.h (13) we obtajp

where

r ~ -)) \72. J ~ -= -l \7 ~ PL'a 'l o? f i
-i a2- a '-'7 ::~ + -CJ" Ò ~,.

(14)

o Then eliminating p between (i4). and the
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w;"equation of (12), wéhave

ClF -v \7 i.J ,i'" uJ :. 2 ~ 0( (3 z: \It' i

If we. eliminate w between (15) and (11) we have

(l5)

C -l - -V \J?J Lft - K 'i2.J \7-l T + 2 ~o(f3 '-i: \7 -. T :. 0
(16)

As a first step, we assume that T has the form

f(x,y) F (ž) I (t),j ! (t) is '..~.e%onett:ialfÛiêtioIlwh:ii~

\7'¡ f ~ f Fromth;is wee~ tmpo.se the co;nditiøn

-t17,"- T + a: r-: 0
where h is haJ~ the depth o;(a cônveêtfng êêii while a is an

undetermined charact~ristic nUmber..

II-B~' Bømid.~ COndit:toliä

The boùnd.ary eondittoJ1sOn' ttie cell.. walls andhorize:ntàJ

surfa.ôesmûst be expressed iI term of '1; as we have onl equation

(i6) to workwith" Âsimlar,equa.t:ion 1nterms of w- is nôt obtaiIable"

FirstÎ. we consider the walls of theeeIIÔ' Tlie"'w8Jls weresl1-

. '

faces ôf symetry" Then we have"" òT~~ :: 0 amd. ~ ~ 0
where n stands for thenoJ'mål outward along the wå.Ïd'

'lhehõ:rizontal surfaces e:ànbe free orrigid~' If the súrfa.êê

is tree,
w= Òl i. W -: T ~ 0

à c-a.

If. tliê .'.slÎt ade iSrig:id.d -u;":arf.':/::O
For the free surfacefcønsider first

-~W :: Lit" - k Vi. T J
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and assUIe that a maintained convective motion was. obtained 0 Then
Ó
dt -: () &' For free surface w = 0, and N V 2. T:: D.

But as \7"'i~ (:~ + 'l)T

and h2.r:lJ.T t a.'2i =0

(",-i oi)
'2 - .. a. -n I = ?~.. - h... I:;()

But 'l =0, ard~have
3'2 i =- 0.. B:ë2- , "-

If we operate aÒ:e?. ón -ßw = -If \72. T and remsmber that -òÒc.i. W =- 0

on a free surface, we o'Qtafu

a~ -, -: 0O;!"t .
For a free surface, we have then

è)'" - ô'l T
T ~ ~ * i I -: Ó ¡æ'f :. O.

Fir a rigid surfaces (J:: ~ W -: T :; 0 d WeaJso have'2 . ..,: d
: :i'" T :. () by similar 

arguments " If wê operate d-è on

-ßw ::...rfV~Ts we have

('\3 ",'I '" )o L. d -i- .. 0 .. oJ T
-ß'ã W :: 0: - ,~ 'd \l I = - ii: 3:' - -¡ ~

Ther ~"1 - %: .a J T=-o For. a rigid sti£ace. we ha:vê
LJë lL 'k ô;!

Ó'" - (l. - gl d )- 0
T - ôa'l I:: ô..:3 fL '2 a 2? J::

To simplify caJculations we substitute ~ = t, and D= òd ~ .

This transforms the equations intG

C 1)2-_0. -i3T - ~9y~,-i h ~ D-?. ~ T :: 0

for the steady mainta.:ïned .state of at 0$ arid fot- the bOUÌd~ies

T~ J)"-T -: i/-¡ =-0 cd ~ =--tJ
for the trela'surfaces and

T :: J):i i -: (rl- a?. ¡i)T:. () a. ~ -:.: I
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for the rigid surfaces"

Various attempts' were made to solve these equations but all

ended in failure" A'mote ca.reful stud will probably bring about

success, as these equations do not seem to be too fOI'idableó

III.. Ooî1clusion

Exeriental approach to this problem gave a few results

while the ånaiyt:ical åpproach merely setfòrth theproblemo

'.' ...... '-',"::. . ":.,- .....:.:. -::' , :',"'. -'-':'

Ths problem :is not one of merecùriosityö For the ques-

tion ofpeiiètrative convection has fa.rrè~êhlgÏ1lications in

geophysical phenomenà, such as cÐnvectionto the tropopause, solar

cónvectioii'..ånd con.vection in '.tlíe core of the eártho
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Stability of Salt Figers

Reeént investigations of the stability of a gravitationally

stable system consisting of hot salty water over cold fresh wáter

lead to the following results. Because the diffuSivity of salt (~)

is much smaller than the temperature diffusivity (KT), an instability

in the form of falling salt fingers occurs in which the salt in the

upper part of the fluid falls in densely packed fingers. The pheno-

mena of this imitability is explained as follows: if a salty hot

particle is displaced downward it loses heat but not s~ t since

KT ;:;: KS. It then becomes heavieI' than the surrowidin fluid and

cOntinues to falL. A stead stat$ soltitionfor these fingers has

been obtained andcerlain experimental observations indicate that

these "fingers" themselves may be unståble. It isotir purpOSe to

invéstigate the sialt finger stability..

The simplified mod$l whose stability we will investigate is

one suggested by W..Malkus. (Fig. 1)

Lx
wol)

i, ,
~l Li(-

Fig" l"

In this two dimensional model the vertical velocity is harmonic in

the x direction; the temperature is a harmonic function of /) and a

---
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linear function of z and the salinity is a harmonic function of x

only" This approximation is imagined valid except in the regions

near the end of the salt fingers or at their beginning" It is this

harmonic mean flow whose stability we wish to investigate,,'

We will specialize even further.. In the laboratory. situation

the salt amplitude tiS, and the salt diffusivity are verý small.

We will thereforè investigate the situation where Ll S -7 0 and

KS ~ 0 but when is -7 consta.nt value to preserve the physics"
S

The perturbation equations we shall use are the following;

for small disturbances:

~UB ovBôx + 'a = 0 (i)

uBt + wuuz= ..~o r; .. 'y..Ll i. ,2)

W~+WWJ+ wWt -= -*E¿ -+v~w!.3risl-tXi')

f d K 6. \. , -, 1- -
L ò t - T f T -: - W Tr. - vv T 2- - u' Tx

(3)

(4)

fd 1 i - J 1-- - /( 6. s ::.. W S.: - u. S J3t s .. (5)

since we take

f'=-to r?fS'-o(ïl;,

We have used the fact that the Mean salinity gradient in the

~ direction is zero" In these equa.tions the pI'imed quantities

are perturbations and the barreçl quantities the steady flow quan-

tities. We now wish to examine whether the perturbations on the

mean field grow with time or a.re dampedo

Let us first examine the equations in t~e limit when ~ S
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and Ks go to zero" As b s g.oes to zero so do w" sx, Tx since

(from a calculation by Melvin Stern)

- _ g ?) .6 S (L)::if ~, - -V -i
T"(x) _ W T-z (~ji.KT /I j

Sex) "' 6 So

Consider equation (5)" As ¿ Sand K -7 0 then each term ins

the equation except the local time derivative of 8' is zero.. Now

if ~~ i == 0 we get the trivial solution s' == O. In order for this

not to occur it must be necessary that the time scale should be on

the order of (K/i)-l. With that time scaling the salinity equa-

tion survives intact. The effect on the remaining dynamical equations

K L:TB == T-w8T z (6)

In the momentum equations we are left with

0::,- ~o ;~'* ).Aw' = gL 0 s' -o(TBJ (7)

o :: - ~ ~r' -1)) b. u B (8 )
Po

The continuity equation remains unblemished"

If now we take the curl of the momentum equations twice and

examine 'the vertical coñponent we obtain:

g i;2 r 1f s' - 0( T'
= 1/ b.t: wB (9)
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Our final equations are then equations (1), (5), (6) and (9)"

In these equations, w:: Vi COB 2 ífxo a
S :: 2íT Ó . ~x a sin a

T = constant
z

where here a = 2L~

Since the mean field is haronic in X and is independent

of z ant t we will search for solutions for the perturbation quan-

tities of the following form",

UB = ~1 Un sin n~x

WO :% Z.
n=l

Wn n 1f xcos a
ikz,.iwte

S° ::c 2:
!pI

n7fx
Sn cos a

c: n 'i xTO - .l Tn cos -a
n=l

Substi~6uting these forms in the dynamical equations gives the follow-

ing rèsults" From the equation of continuity

i Un = · i k a "nn -i
(10)

From the thermal equation:

or with 1 2 EEn

,. K (n2 '12 + k2J Tn ::TL a2
2 2P-- + Ji

a2

T Wn
z.

Tn= f-~)~ (ll)
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From the momentum equation

2 ~ 2 r t r 1\ 4~ g n/ (an - 0( Tn J = V i1j Wn

or
2 2 ( jW gníí..Sn Tnn :: - 42- 0..0(.'

))1 a

(12)

The more complicated salinity equation is the following:

~ Sn n lalX f. iw + K Inj2:: .. W cos 2 Tix ik:€ Sn còs n ífx~ COB S 0 a a
n (13)

",:2 Un sin n ¡Ix J i1 sin 21íxa a a

We remember the following trigonometI'ic identities:

cos 2 ÏfX COB n If!.:: ! r COS (n+2) íTX +- cos (n..2 ).1íax)a a 2L a (14a)

2 ífX . n Îi x 1 (' (. ) íT x 1f x )
sin -a S-1n -- = 2 L cos n-2 a - cos(n+2) -a (i4b ) ~

It is possible using the continuity and momentum equations to

w:iite Un in terms of Sn"We obtain the :ielationship

Un =, ik;rgn ìf r. ..1 .j,li4a ~. 2._2Tv .. gn ii z.
\ i +
'- y16å2KT

án (15)

If we substitute in turn equations (i4a and b) and equatiòn (15)

into equation (13) we finally obtain an equation in just the

salinity, i. eo
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L 2) Woik ~x~.x2 Sn COB n:;x "" iw + K i ::"" - c:Sn(cos(n + 2)~ + cos(n..2)Jl )"" sn Z'. ¿:. a a
_ ~ -r2Jik If gn 511

n \)~t1q.d- r I + 7?n 1
~os(n-2) í(:i =cos(n+2) ir*lL aaJ

(16)

where Rn
2 2-C( gn iT Tz

V Jl~ a2~

We first observe that if we star our sum at n == 0 and assue

S :: 0 then all the even modes in n are sel'O and we may limit ourc

investigation to n odd"

Taking advantage of the orthogonality of the cosine we see

that equation (16) gives us an infinite number of linear equations,

homogeneous, in the Sni B9 If they are to have a solution the deter-

minant of the coefficients must vanisho This will essentially

determine the parameteI' w as a function of other internal and

external parameters in the probleio The above mention deter-

minant is infinite in size, however.\ and is theref'oreintractableo

What we shall do is to consider lower order determinants associated

with the existence of just the lower harmonics and hyothesize that

the neglect of the higher haronics w:ll not affect the ca!lculation

of w very seriously c) In paricuar we will consider the subharmonic

and the first haronic above the mean (ice" the equations for Sa

and S.::) and take Sn.\ (n.. 3) :: 0"
.,)

Equa'tion (16) then gives us the followingg
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o.:s,t-i.W+KSel')+\.~~+Ti"L.Rt"~d 1+5 rIi'1cn~f3 +w,¿¡?Î
r a. "iJ~1 4ll+ R, f J L~..\)flJ(¡-iir) -; J

S,J f - LW'¡ J\s r j =- _ w~ ~ ~ 5, + 51 IT).d"¿¡i, "ött
q.:2vi,4 O+iri)

The determinant of the coefficients is

. K ei- '-Ll? îí'ik(fl1J'~LW + 5 , -t _+ (j2 o.--.Ji/1 1t"R1)
Wl) L R + J íì~cf aA') t.:_

:: a...id./'CltTS)

o -=
WIiLR

2.
_ í1"'J'¿R~~

a.?y .Ri'l (,+'R i)

, 2
- L.W +1-(s.e3

leading to the following complex characteristic equation for wo

o ~ u/l. +w ~ ¿ KsLi~ t t~ - 't - ~Îf ~t ~ r J _ i~ -t'-t1. _ ¿~ ~ k; t~ 11 r~¥~ lir...'"L j a.'-)) (¡'lIlt-'i) :5 i .) -~- - .. 11 / S g\,(1 l i a. ¡.xi dt/,¡)

_ WI) ~~ 1¡""cîtH'a. _ ~'2.l:'_1 3i1!fcr~2-ó")eii- ~ ~u \ ,. ~ 'i¡"o~ wi t'2 (:'7)~Q.'vi) T(lt7f3) ,Lf tfi)~,'I~Jl(¡-tR)'lti?':\ - JL J.'" ~'¡):2 a."iv -t 'f (IrK, )

To solve this complex equation we may write w:: 0(+ i. r 0 Now

with a choice of time dependence the case of stability corres-

pOiids to (3 ~ 0" If we break equation (17) into its real and

imaginar parts we obtain the followng two reaI equat.:lons:

Real part o(z-J'-iß (K.s.e~ + KsR,2.) _ 0( ('v ~+ ír~~ cr~¡ ~_ K;J.~~:r l J J L:1 ct.. 'i ii 0+ ~ ) ..., I '
(18)

_ 'lo3í7"'cf~':¿r~ _ ~':~'2+~íTlfd~')t"'~1. _ ¡¡.dR~~ :: ()
:2o.'yi,l (lfRJ) If a.~ll;~'iC+1?.)(¡t~J :iohJJ,1f 1+7t)
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Imaginar part

2~ +0( r K~l~ 1- k.s,t~ J - (3 r~ t rnTi.(~r 'L
2 ci'\)R./~ Or'R) r

_ kWd K" £~

:i
ií~~¥~¡I~s¿~ = 0

ai.vl,1- (I+"R,) (19)

I!,G(d:: 0 equation 01.9) tells us that

I f3 3 = Ks l; I (20)

That is to say, that the case for marg'inal stabi1ity does not

correspond to w = 0 since for the non"" oscillatory modes the

pert~bations are damped" Rather the marginally stable case

corresponding to ß :: 0 is from equation (19) for a .frequencycx

of the magnitude

r: :. '! + 11 ~ If k,~ cr~ a. ?)/11 r)+-í?,)

(i + ~ I )

.. Cl 0 (21)

In general:

ß _: I(s-t; rWo~ + !I~'l1'¡~ _ 0( (i + £.))t 2 ri?)) ,'f(HK1) . -e;

.2~ _ w,,~~ _ h ií'1 t~ r
.2. /Â'liJi,"I (It"R¡)

(22)

What are the conditions for instability i"e" for f to be greater

than zeroo If '0( ¿ 0 then equation (22 ) tells us that ¡3 .c 0,

if eX = 0; (3 "" 0 by equation (20). If o(? 0 the followng condi-

tions must hold if ~ is to be positive"
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It is necessar, that:

01"

~ò k_ -+ ïT'I¡c?il' d .,. ex (i + elt )a. a.:a.v e i,. (JtR,) ~

). ~ ~ ~ + íi'2/fyc¡d
~ a.-'Y.17(lr'R1)

:2ol ~ W..~ -l ¡: ~ 0((.,., .e;)'- -e '1
3

1: equation (20)

:;rx ~ CXo (i + l,.. ) ,. at (; + .e;-..; -l;
0(0 :; Qi" That is there is a lower limit on the frequency

and

i.e"

for (3~ 0 and an upper limit" CX(J , the upper limit on the fre-

Q.llency gives us a lower limit on the period of these overstable

waves" From observational data if the vertical wavelength is

5 em and the salt finger width Lis 03 em for a concentration

t ::. 10",3, we get:

T::" 2 iT ::. 2i6 sec which is in fair agree..o o(ó

merit with experiment"

In conclusion we may remark that the instability asso..

ciated with the salt fingers seems to be of the overstable variety

with a long period" What remains to be done is to take 0( c: from

equation (21) and use equation (l8) to determine the minimum salt

concentrations needed tor instability and to determine which vertical

wave numbers are most unstable"

Joseph Pedlosky
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Notation

~ ;; coefficient of thermal eXpansion

CC :: real part of circular frequency

-ß - imaginar par of circuìar frequency

t _ coefficient of vo~umetric expansion due to dissolved salt~

V :: bînematic viscosity

J = salinity amplitude

~:: acceleration due to gravity

KT:: ~oerti('d.ent of thema' diffUSion

k£ = coefficient of saline diffusion

~ :: vertical wave number

:p :: pressure

t :: deni:iil

~:: 2L

L ~ Sal t fing.er width

VV ~ vertical velocity

"R\I =

u = hori~ontalvelocity

~'...
y - salt peJli.Hl.lbation

Tl:: temperature perturbation

C) ~ "f':7T'' ~~!l ..
¡)..~ Q;..Kr

~ ~
'l + h.a.In''=

The quantities with primes are pertubation quantities" Mean

quantities have a subscript or are baned"o
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Stabilities of Thermally Stratified Shear flow

I" Introduction 0 The title of this lecture describes the situation

under consideration adequately. The motivation for considering

this complex situation,\ being somewhat exceptional!l warrants, how-

ever, a few additional words"

In the past few years Dr.. Wo VoRo Malkus has been able to

predict the profiles for fully turbulent shear flow and fully tur-

bulent heat flow in a channel using the following hypothesisg

n In turbulent flows the mean fields approach (but do not go beyond)

the limts for marginal inviscid instability" i Whether the limit

is approached from the stable or from the untable direction is

not specified; in fact the procedure differs in different caseso

More properly, the above hypothesis may be considered the basis

for a procedure where inequalities for mean fields are obtained

from stability considerationso In shear flow we have as a neces-

sary and sufficient condition for inviscid stabilj:by that ~~Y'l

not change sign (w:: dimensionless velocity in x-direction and y

is vertical coordinate) .. it will suffice to consider it as being

always positiveg In heat flow our condition for instability is

ß )- 0 (where ~ is the negative vertical temperature gradient);

ß ¿,O being the condition for stabilityö

Now for any positive function which can be represented qy

a finite Fourier expansion,\ it has been shown that

no asymptotically
I :: :£. I einØ ._~n==n n n -- 00o 0

2
F2 cos (no + 1) e

coie (1)

for a symetric geometry where G is the vertical coordinate and
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~

ranges from = 1 to ¥ and'¡ is a function of no 0 Asserting

that ß? 0 in full turbulent heat flow we obtain

K~ ::-i F2 cos2(no+i) e
col e

(2)

and by integrating we obtain

K(T '" T(O))
m

H

F2 2g,

:2
(tan e + O( l-))no

(3)

a')i.For shear flow a? '/ 0 was asserted and the following profile

was obtained

u = Umax
U1:

::
-¡ g Q

i

2 (-t( i
cose

1
) + O( -- ))no

(4)

Both these profiles appear to adhere closely to experimental

ream ts aJthough in the case of turbulent convection experimental

data is hardly abundant 0

The success of the above procedure in predicting profiles,

however~ may be entirely fortuitous since, to be sure.. we are not

working within a deductive frameworko Our doubts might be miti-

gated by actually deducing in rigorous fashion the correctness

or wrongness of the above procedure, but past experience indi-

cates that such a task will be far from elementary" We will

therefore proceed with a stopgap procedure" We will attempt to

determine the limit for marginal inviscid instability for a more

complicated situation (Leo thermally stratified shear flow) and

utilize the above procedure to obtain some asymptotic relation

for the mean profileso Hopefully,9 we may then obtain empirical
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checks for the profile predictedó If the experiments substan-

tiate the results predicted¡¡ we may believe that there exists

a strong basis for our procedure in physical factj and with

this as motivation proceed to interpret our procedure physicaly

and to seek proofs. If the experiments fail to substantiate

the predictions¡¡ we must then check the use of the procedure

in this case and perhaps re~evaluate the procedure itself b

The above, of course, is only an idealized outline of

what we would like to doo Thus far, only limited inroads have

been made on the problem of finding the limits of marginal

inviscid instability, and most of these results have, it must

be admitted", been previously established by Lees and tin ..

sometimes" however, by different methodso

'"

II. .As is standard in stability we shall begin with the equa..

tiona of motion, solve for disturbanc.es¡¡ linearize, and dimen-

sionalize. It was felt, that some good might come from follow-

irg the procedure for a rather general situationo Ony in choosing

characteristic measures~ suitable for situations where inertial

forces are of importance have we significantly restricted our-

selves 0

The following is the notation to be used; noughts refer

to mean stream quantities (the notation chosen is that used by

Prof 0 Howard essentially).
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i

Dimensional Quantities ¡ Dimensionless Quantities Characteristic Measure

Positional Coordinates

x*

y*
Since

t*

Velocity components in
x and y directions

u-~ == u* + 11 u

v* = v* + v*u

Components of strain
tens or* -,* ,¡ ,

Exx: i=J\Gí + Exx

NfE. :: '- -- --
xy

f;* = - - --- -
yy

Components of stress
tensor

rr - (f~ + (TJtIxx xx xx
()!l =

xy
.. ;."" ...-. ...-._-

-.~() ::
yy

Density of the gas

t~ :; t+f"'l
Pressure of the gas

~'- ""R
p~¡' :: P-A + P"~

Temperature of the
gas

T* = T* + r*u

x "l

'1y

t /-~'l/1)0

u == w(y)+f(y)eiO( (x-ct)

v = ~ø(y)eitX (x-ct)

?o

?o

E.xx == E + £.1xx xx Ud1.

d- = () + rT'xx xx xx -~
fo

t()I) 
+ r(~l)e ¿c,(x-c.t)

_oJ
eo

l6¡) + '16) 
e¿cK 

(ic-ct) _-l
¡:Jo

"TCj) + e L'j ') e ¿",(y-c.t)
-'f~
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Dimensional Quantities

Coefficients of viscosity
of the gas

iI -¥ + .,.'ß =.. VA

À.ii :: Xii + ÌL.'

Thermal conductivity

K* :: ill- +- K*s

Wave number of
disturbance

d':: 211/1

phase velocity of
disturbance

c.:¡

Specific heat at
constant volume

cv

Specific heat at
constant pressure

c
p

Gas constant per
gr BI

a*

Acceleration due to
gravity

g

Froude number

Reynolds number

Mach number

Prandtl number

-J.07 =

Dimensionless Quantities Characteristic Measure

r) (.) ¿rx(x-c.t)Á.LY T m y e

). C:) .¡ ì. L y) e ¿IX( x.-ct)

.. .. C,)) +.. k (\I ) el.ol.)(c:t)G" a; J

eX ~ 27í/ ')

c

1

(f

'6 =1

i
.¡

ûll-
F:: 0

Vgi

R:: Po. ü.: Yi1:~~

M:: G:tJ1'¡'I"R*T?

d- ~ Cp ../Rit

-- l-..t:
-..

,A 0

-ii-c lj
F' 0

-Il.

iìo

cv

cv

cv

ü* ~/-io (;
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The general equations in two dimensions for a fluid are as followsg

a) motion

dCi ~~ ()(" '*dU~~ '* du:~ "dlI~ _ 1 xx 5l )
8t* + U 3x* + v* dy* - f* (a x* + ai~.

(i)

"òv* av)~ .x QV* _ 1 aVtf* d~yy*)
'Qi* + u* ÕX:¡~ + V" "5 - e~~ ( ò :i~ + òyr

(~)

b) continuity

d P -:t + Ò (a~¡'u*) + d i o*v*) :: 0
o t~~ àx*" o-;~f \ ~ (3)

c) energy

0-* (3 T.'~ + 11* d 1' + '* d Tl~ L\ Cv Iot* ò:? v ò£~ J

=: ( èT * f. * + 2 G' ~¡. E * + (Ï ~¡. E *)xx:x X¥ xy yy yy

+ 2. (K~¡' -È~-) + Ô (¡(,l .Èx-)dX'" dX"" dY* . òy* (4)

d) state

p*:= f* R'k t¡. (5)

and¿i

"' -i~
6: * _ oU

xx - o:x~ J
~ * '""C * _ ll uU ,0 v-~)

'--xy - 2\.òy* +()x~j
~ '*E - ov- ::

YY dY (8 )

'"* 2 ":* ""*õ* ::: =p~¡' + 2)Á* ou +:,1 1 ~¡. = Il~¡') ( aU . + OV):x "ó 3" /l JA ãx* ?;y
(9)

u- * :: JL *I'~ + dV:¡¡')
xy \Òy-~ 6X*

() -:¡ :: =p* + 2 Jl * Ó~ + ~ ( .A),lYY oy* 3
"-.* "',~-x-) ( au. 0 V' )

"" -. ~~* + dY *" '.
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From equations (I) to (9) we get the equations for the disturbances

(dropping second order terms)

2i ui~ R ': ~ "ò * _-" ~ u* U . _ ~ Ui~ ,

~t* + (u*! ~~* + V*R ò;*) + (u" i-x* +- v* ~y* )
~ *B

I o(J xx= *" ( -- +~ OX
Õo-i~ R *, ò iF i~, Ò ¡; *
ò?) f ;~'- ( ò? + -d?) (10)

dV*'+, (U*R dV* + V*R 'dV*) + (U* ~'+ V* ~R
Òtl~ '. 0 x*. "y* ox" òyo¡r )

d d- *u Õ 0- * R R a - *= L ( ~ + yy) ~ ~p ox òy* - ~.: ( Ò x +
õ-*(Tyy

òy* ) (11)

*8
"0 t + ~ ( i:*R ~~ + ai~ Ui~R) + ayd~ (0*8 :t +, o*v*'): 0 (12)

Õ t* . oxil- \ \ \ \"
":1'U '-m-lfU ~T*B ",yC ¡;* ( .. + ü:..- +"" 0 . + . * RoT + v* RV\ 'ãti~ òx* V òy* u òx*

Õ T'
õy* )

+- C O*R ( l-T* + ü-l- 'òT* + ?' dT .).v \ Ò i- 7Jx* õ?
õ '0 T*R'ò f*=~ (ü* ò'*+ K*u "'*)ò Xx CJ x
_* *u __* E*u _*

+-(0- E: +2cr + crxx xx x: x: yy
*RE )

yy

*u

+ (0-xx
- * *R
E +20-xx x: - *

tË +x:
cr

yy

*R
Eyy)

(l3)

*R p*u
TI-uL = +-? f* r (i4)

and.?
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ç. *U du-l~U ~U 1 a -l*U dV-l*V -r,v ëhf~v
'- =: -:; E. :: -2 ( "" U *" + -:-:x ), E :: -:xx d x* . xy 0 y (/ YY d y (15)

"" -l~ U U .~ Ò ur- U -l~ U 'Oü*)
v = =p-l~ + 2(.. ò£ +.u ~-x~

xx

+ ~ (,("'**)( òu-l~u+ òv~u).
3 L lI = .) (1 x* 0 y-l~

+ ( "' -l* U = * u ) ( Ò ü-l* + Ò it~)\ ìA ). õx~~ dY* 'J

U ~ *u Ó *u ò:: ò=*() * ;: Ii * (.2 + v) + i J * U ( u +~, )
xy /"" "ò y'* ''0 iJ- .. õ y* d x~~

() * U :: = p* U + 2 (;¡ -l~ d v' U + )J'¡~ u 'O~,l)yy 'Oy* òy:i
a ( - d -l*U d *u

+- 3' t (~* = .Ã*)( ~~ + ò;'¡¡')

(16)

+ ( À ~,u = ..*u)(
'dU*
0';"" +

ò?'¡ )
õy*

In forming our final linearized dimensionless equations we will restrict

ourselves to almost parallel flows for which

v: ¿ ¿ ù7r (17)

and for ar property of the flow (¡A-

~ ijA- "ò i¡*- c..c-Ò x* '0 y* (18)

Also~ for parallel flows our differential equations should not con=

tain explicit reference to x.¡~ and t'¡~ 0 Hence we will seek solutions

of the f om

Q?¡'U = a,(y*) e+ O(*i(X-*~Cf*t*) (19)
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We obtain from equations (ll) - (19), restricting ourselves to flows.. -
with uniform free stream velocity Uo ' temperature To*' etc., the

following linearized, dïiensionless equations for ',smal disturbances

on parallel flowsg

(() ,.J -, . io( 'ioc f L i w..c f + Wi \' - - d

+ ï tftl + ~ 2 (i CQ i .. 2 f) )

+l Ìii' c(2t=f+ iØij

+ l t mwll + m ¡ W R + )J n ( f i + i 0( 2 CD Ù
(20)

i

C(:'t (i6,..c)6l):: - ~ M2 -¡ + .M; t 2tD n - if' _rx2ø)

+. 2~ À Ii.) L tQ It + ifn j

+ i t~R + 2).n øi + ~(,1-)))( tp ¡ + if) J (2l)

i(w-c)'( + f (~v + if) + t U ø == 0 (22)

t
o(lli(W-C)S + TV CS = mt;( t-l) f T( cP i + if)

+ R ~ 0 f¡u ( en, = 0' 2 e) ..(mT i) U + .A tel)

+ ¥~-l) ~ r mwl.2 + 2 )AWl (fl + iQo2 CP) J
(23)

'1= r + ~p t T
and for the mean profile we have

(24)

p == pT (25)
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Furthermore~ we will introduce the hydrostatic equation

pi:: ;ril;ì
¡ , (26)

for pressure (a valid step for most problems of interest)Q

Anone~ wishing to work on a stability problem may now use

equations (20) - (26) dropping teI" as the problem may permit"

Since we are interested in inviscid conditions, we let

R -7 a. obtaining

tX t L i(w..c)f + wU ø j
iO" 7T

Q M2
(27)

cx'-t ~ i(w~c) ø)
"'IJ r

= ~-¡=7 (28)

i(w-c)r + p ( (yU + if) + t u rf = 0 (29)

eX f (i(W..C) e + TU ø)- = -~.d tf -l) t T(¿p i + if) (30)

"i:: r +9P f T (31)

Unfortunately ~ even these equations comprise a very difficult problem,

and therefore we will restrict ourselves to special cases, taking

care to ascertain the physical meaning of our restrictionso

One case of special interest to aerodynamcists is that of

infinite Froude number which has been exensively investigated by

L,ees and Lin" This situation is one in which inertial forces dom-

inate completely over gravitational forces and is closely approxima=

ted in high speed flows"

The equations for R -- -c are as follows

.¡~oO
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f ri(w-e)f + w' Ø) = ~ .¿-T (32)

t ~iC( 2 (w,.e) ~ r
:: ..-1

'(Ii
(33)

i(w~e)r + .t (~ø + if) + t i ø :: 0 (34)

f r i(w-c)e + T' a) ~ :; -( )"aal) fl T( ~ U + 

if) (35)

"i = !. + eP f' T (36)

and p:: fT

pi = tl T + p T' :: 0

(37a)

(37b)
for mean profiles

El:iination of f, if, r, and e from equations (32)- (36) gives

f :: i T ~ R ..zli (w-c) ø

T .. (w_c)2 Ii
(38)

and

'3 (. ,)'..,. _ d. i (w-c) ø i . ~ WI ø
0( to w-e 'f - -,- , dy T ~ (w_e)2M2 ) (39)

Putting equation (39) into self adjoint form we get

r i
-l. w:

:; f T "\..0)2; P t~

d r Wi ~ . rX2 J
dy L T ~~(w..c)2) + if ø =: 0 (39 a)

Note that if' .; didn1t go to 00 we would have in eqnl s. (39) an

additional term

h ( (ìr-l) P T ø i ~ P "1"ll (w~c)wt r) + P TR ø J..¡ L i(w--c)T )
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2 2 ì " 2
+ i~1 (~=i) p",) (woOc) '(M r S T øn ~ M Wi 

(w=c) ø )(w=c ,) ) T ()2M2 iI, = w-c )
However9 equation (39) is sufficiently complicated in itself,

although necessar and sufficient conditions for subsonic disturbances

in the case of R ~ c. ~ ¡l -, 00 have been obtained by Lees and Li

their prorçedure is extremely long and complicated.i and no attempt will

be made to duplicate their work hereo Their result is 9 fortunately,

rather simpleg a necessary and sufficient condition for a subsonic

disturbace to exist is that

d Wi
dy T

change sign in the y=interval (40)

The condition ¡. -.. o? is most definitely a very urikely one in

geophysical problems; however, it would not seem :lossible to

establish an empirical situation where a temperature gradient is

maintained, -; is very large, and the boundar layer is very smallo

For instance, ¡l""100 for a 50 km/hr flow through a channel about

1 ft high"

In such a c;;e, applying DroMalkusi procedure!) we would have

d iWh~(._)/Ody ,T

Hence

~(r~) =:
d&\ T

2¡g2 cos (no + 1) 61
cos2 e

(41)

and
dw
d8
T~ =: ¥ (tan e + o( ~ ) )

o
(42)

+ const. of integration

where rll/2 are functions only of no
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Of considerably greater geophysical significance is the case

2M ~ 0, R -+ ~ .

iii letting -1 -7 0 we do not mean that either iio* -7 0 (in

which case'; and R also approach zero) nor that Y To*~ 0 which

is t.hermodynamically impossible. What we are doing is considering the

solutions of our equations as power series in M2 and considering oriy

the zero order terms.

Ou equations for this case are

eX f £ i~w-c)f + Wi rj ) :: iO( íi

'f-1
(43)

Co?"t (i(w-c) ø r 1TJ r
- - t-1'" l

(44)

i(w""c)r + F (Ø 1 + if) + f U ø :: 0 (45)

c.t f i(w-c) S + TO ø ) :: -0(( '(-1) f T( ø i + if) (46)

o :: r + e
p T (47)P :: pT (48)

pu :: fUT + fTo :: 0

Again~ eliminating 1i '" r, fa and e we obtain (49) t::..i ~, as

would be expected for uncompressible' flowò

i po ør -
- (w-c) (50)

and 2 d (, r; - , l
e. 't(w-c)ø :: dy ifi(w-c) tli .. WOG)J)

p1ø1 i
""'; (w-c) (5i)
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For p :: (mnsto equation (51) reduces to

( w- c ) i ø w - ex 2 ø J - Wi! ø :: 0

which is the inviscid Orr-Sommerfeld equationo

(52)

Placing eqn" (51) in self-adjoint form we get

d (j¡Il- i~ 1 d (.;ì
dy ¡Pr 5 = ¿lw-c) eiy ¿ pWJ

+ p ç,2 + ~ p ¡ ) cj
\ .¡ (w_c)2

:= 0 (53)

With this simplified equation we may readily verify Leei:ln and Lin n s
d (WO\ 0

result that dy' T) changing sign is a necessar condition for insta-

bility when .¡ ~ 00

Rewiting (53) in terms of T we get

rx2(w=c)CP
T

'd (1 r
:: dy è T l(w=c) tf 0

1 Tn ø+ - -r::=
F2 \.W=CI

= Wo~Jj

(54)

or
,d rWn \

d (1 "ì (dy \1'-;- . - ~ 0 l =) "r:;:-
dy T 't.1 i \ w=c I

0(2 1+-+_..T ¡ Tn \
T2(W_c)2; ~

:: 0 (55)

Letting If --.c we get
d (Wo.) 2'

~ r~ tV 0 1 = dy \ Tì + dT,)l f7 = 0dy (T,,) (w=e) r
Mu.ltiply equation (56) by Õ and integrate

(56)

t r~ ~ :i ~ ' î - í:k (f) + o(~ ì. IØ I ~) d :: 0Yi i"i qy 'l'.5 \.lw=c) T J Y (57)

Integrating by parts!) and using the fact that ø (y i) :; ø (y 2) :: 0
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we obtain

rY2 _ ~ ¡ ø 12" T
Yi

~d (WØ\ '1
"" ~Y . 5/ + ¡A2w-c T

"

IØI2:: 0 (58)

Separating real and imaginary parts

rY2
Yl

i ø ¡ I ~ _Cl 2 I' ,,1:2 (. w "" cn) d (W ) I ø 1T + T · + 12 dY -i - ~ 0
Iw .. c

(59)

and

. (Y2ci )
Yi

~_(WY ìdy T ï, dy :: 0
fw.;c 12

(60)

From equation (60) we see that a necessar condition for instability

is that ~Y (~g)

change sign in the intervaL

Rewriting equation (51) we get

2:
( w':c)( ø it .. ex if) - Wil ø

,

+ ff(w-c) øø .. wøØ)

1 pt--:= 0
- If f w-c

(6i)

I

In the situation where the Boussinesq approximation holds ~ is set

equal to zero everyhere except where it interacts with gravity" In

this case equation (61) becomes

2 . i p!(w-c)(,Ø It - 0( Ø) .. w",ø - If p ø--:: 0
W'"C

(62)

Note, now, that if we rewrite

i
.¡

p;' 12 (5'" ias ~-p -" (:*, uo~~ \
we get a Richardson number" This

is in keeping with BatcheloTu s demonstration that the Richardson
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number is the only parameter involved in this situation.

.Assuming Co =1 0 equation (62) becomesi
L ¡./ ø2 d. wit,+ íø i¡ = 0( r = "C.,c) 'f = - ~ = 0
rf P (w=c)2

Multiply equation (63) by ø and integrate

t
Yl

~~72

Yi

:= 0

2 2
(j ~ 9t = rx Jø I

r waf + 1 t 1, 1. IØ i 2
= (w=c .¡ e (w=c)2 J

(6.3)

(64)

where we have integrated by parts and utilized the condition

L

= I A I 2 "" 0( 2 I ~ 12 = -! ( wn + !. L -l ì I ø I 2If w=c 1 ~ f' w=c )

ø (Yi) = ø (y 2) = 00

Separating real and imginary pars we get

f2 ¡ø'j2 + ~2 ¡ø)2 + IJ~~: iI (w-Cr)'"
Yi

and

1... p' (w=cn).2 = ci2JÙ _+~- - 0
l t L w=cl2

Y2

ci )
Yi

~ i
1~~12 fw~ + ~ i::r~)= a

(65)

(66)

2 e' (w=cr)
If c:.:. 0:1 wQl + ~ must change sign in the interval, ala 0.9i 11~ r w=cl2

if ~ is not to. be identically equû to zero
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iI t
(w-c )w9l + - -r F2 f

(W-Cr)2 _ Ci 2
2 ! 2

(w-c) + Cir
must for some region be negative"

For a neutral disturbance to exist io e.. c. :: 0ipI ( )2 1 pi
(w-c)w" + ~ f ,:=: t2 = (w-c)w" + F2 7 must be negative in

some regiono

None of the above conditions are conditions for the mean fields,

independent of the phase velocities of the disturbance"

Dr" Bisshopp suggested the following change of variables

(see also C"CoLin, "Theory of Hydrodynamic Stability", p" 120) 0

Let f:: -r!l ø = f(w-c)w-c

ø'= fi (w-c) + wif

pi':: fll (w-c) + 2fiwi + wl'f

Substituting the above in equation (62) we get

2 1 pi f
ft' (w-c) + 2.fh.¡i - 0( f(w-c) '" - -- - :: 0.¡ p w-c (67)

Multiplying equation (67) qy f(w-c) and integrating yields

r:i
Yi

i

f fll (w=c)2 + 2£ fi (w-c)wi = 0( 2f i(w=c)2 .. ~ .. f I:: 0F f (68)

Integrating by parts

s"a_
Yi

fU~ (f(w=c)2.) + 2fU l(w-c)wi .. D(21f12(w.'=c)2 ..dy
i1 t 2

.. .¡ t If 
I == 0 (69)
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orY2 i
J . 2 2 '2 12 '2 1 P 1 \ 2, "" Ifq (w=c) = co Lf (w-c) = - - ifF P

Yl

:: 0 (70)

(W=C)2 = (w=c "" ico)2r i
= (w=c )2 = c.2 "" 2i Co (w=c )r i i r

Separatin real and imaginary parts

fY22 r 2I fut .' (W=iCr)

Yl

~ c1 j+o(2ltl2 t (W~Cr)2 $ cij+

I

+- j ~ I f'J2 :: 0
(7l)

and

)"72
Co

:i

:11

(,,-cr) Liri12 + 0( 21rO (72)

Thus if Co f 0 (w=c) must change sign in the interval Leô fori r , '
p. aralle1 flow w 0 ~ c c: w 0min r max

If ci :: 0, then for ø to exist;i we find from equation (7l)Jl

1 pi 1 2
- - ~ .c "" ~ for some region"
¡'p (w~cc)

Again our conditions are not independent of the phase velocity of

the disturbanc60

It is to be regretted!) that at this point!) no success has beel'

achieved in finding general conditions on the mean profiles alone for

stability and instabilityo Until such conditions are found it will

be impossible to apply Drö MaIkus procedure to the problemof'sheæ'
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flow in a stratified fluid obeying the Boussinesq equations"

RoSo i'indzen
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Numerical l'1e't.hods in F..uid lllechanics

The purose of this lecture is to acquaint the reader

with t he advantages of numerical methods, which may be used to

give more detail than a physical experiment may provideo They

may be applied without the physical exeriment, but are of greatest

value when the results are compared between the two"

Consider, for example:¡ the system of viscous equations,

c1;¡ '\p ~
cL -C +.. = jI t7 ~t

-7\1.1/::0
(i)

Suppose we are given a three dimensional region R,boundar.

conditions of the viscous form~ and initial conditions" The Eulerian

approach to solvig the problem would be to set up a grid in space,

and keep track of the physical quantities at each grid pointø These

quantities would change in time.l according to (l), but the grid

would remain fixed..

A second approach (Lagrangian) would be to associate each

grid point with a fluid particleo The particles would then move

accord::g to t he Lagrangian equations, and their motion would be

determined by the grid configuration, which determines the field..

A third approach would be to assume each particle carries

its own properties, e.g" say it is repelled from the others by a

force of -- ,Jt ,. This approach might be useful in determining a

pressure field"

A fourth method is wave number space.. We may break a scalar

.
field into say its first 100 orthogonal projections on a transform

space" The limtation of this method would be that the resolution

is limited by the smallest eigenvector"
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To elucidate the Eulerian approachí) let us consider solvig

the problem of viscous, plane Couette flow" Suppose initially the

fluid velocity profile is a straight line with velocity UH on the

upper plate!) and velocity U in the opposite sense on the lowero

plate" We may now apply an arbitrar disturbance, and study if it

grows, and exactly how the field changes ~ In other words we are

going to solve the instability question by considering an initial

value problem"

Let us set up an Eulerian grid" In order to avoid computational

instability we must make the grid spacing small enough so that energy

does not accumulate in any part of the grid system due to the spacing.

That is.. the' grid Reyolds number, RG, where

R ~ (~)~JG )J
must be of order one", while the experimental Reyolds number, is

given by \
'7 _ (UH - Uo.. ~
liE - 'j/ -1' ( L: J) :: 111 RG

Instability may arise for ~ ~ 20000 For RG == 1, we must then choose

the number of grid points across the channel3 i"e" /1 $ such that

M ? 450 We cannot of course consider an infinitely long channel,

so we must assume, for example", a length of ten t:ies the distance

i

across IJ will be sufficient to approximate the infinite case" Doing

this we see we need 45 x: 20,2.50 grid pomts"

Let, us now consider the time constant of the systemo The

longest time step must be such that a particle cannot go farther

than one grid point" For illustrative purposes.l say we wish to con-
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sider 450 time steps.. We now will solve the equation

" .~ (\7-;~) -; Vr;¥lf _ ê31f d /\7~'f) + dll d (\72t¡)at dj "d l dX n
(2)

subject to viscous boundary conditions, and an initial straight line

velocity profile. The solution of (2) is a marching problem, ioe.
':

given n?. Lt , compute tj~ ('iJ-if) , which gives \72 tl at a later time..

We may now consider the amount of machine time required for

the calculation of the time-evolved field" If we count the number of'

multiplications (a lengthy machine operation as contrasted with

additions), we find 50 nn tiplications per point per time step.. For

6
all the points we have then (10) mut./step. On the IBM 7090 the

time required for the total calculation at anyone step is 20 seconds.. "

For 450 time steps, we would need 2t hours.. The cost would be approxi-

mately $1500.. In addition we must allow between two to eight months

for check-out. In order to condense the results into a form suitable

for presentation, programs must be written involving statistics.\ cor-

relations, etc.., which may well double the time required..

This may appear very lengthy S) and costly, but we must remeiber

we have asked for a time-evolution of the flow which can give us con-

siderable insight into the build-up of instability into turbulence..

submitted by R" L.. Duty
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~Number ofStationary Principles for High-order Eigenvalue Problems

Often in the formulation of problems of hydrodynamic stability

one encounters a set of coupled ordinary differential equations of

the form,\

Lu := À 1 (z)v

Mv == )A m(z)u :1
(1)

with accompanying boundary conditions of the f0TI9

u . == 0 ~ v.. =: O!) i = l,. 00' n j =1, .. 0' m.i J
(2:)

where

L - po(Z)
dn dn=1 '. d

;. Pi(z) 1 ;. 0.0 + p i(Z.,) -d +p (z,)n ' d",ñ= n-. z ndz. a
dmM ~ q (z,) -~ + 0 "0 + a (z)o dzm "m

u. = a~O) u(z ) ;. a~i) UU(Z ) ;. 00 b + a~n-i)u en-l) (z, ) ;.i i . (\ J. 0 i 0
+, b(o) ( ) + b(l) u( ) + + b,(n-l) (n-l)( )i U zi i u . zi . " . · i u zl

= (0)Vj - OJ . v (~ ) + ... +
, 0

em-l) (m=l) e. ) +c. v zJ 0
;. deo) v(z )j I Tc 0'0 ;. d~m~i)v(m=l)(Zi)

(The notation employed is essentially that of Ince, Orinary Dif'-

ferentialEquations) "
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We shall as sumeg

(1.) j p ~ 0
o

and Cl ). 0
o

ZCo ~ z ~ zl j

(20), I (z) and m(z) do not change sigIlj zo-( Z ,,z1 ;

(3,,), the reduced systems$

Lu:: 0, Ui:= 0

and

Mv= 0 ~
\

v. :: 0
?-

,

adit on1yth~ triVial solutions,

u::v=O"
Under these conditions,l equations (I) and (2) define a standard

eigenvalue problem for which solutions exist only when the product

À)J is equal to one of a denumerable set of real eigenvalu.es,ioe"

when
Ì\p:; /\'V (3)

,Accordingly, we write

L u':: Â u(zc.)vn n n , Ui li 0
(4)

M Vi:: m(z)u ,n n n v. :: 0 0
J

(bear in mind that one of the two numbers.: À/1and )AYl ,9 can be

specified arbitrarily since only their product is determined);

Let us now' construct a system of equations which has solu~

tioms ü andV' which are duals of u and v relative to somem.. m . n. n
weighting functions p (z) and CS (z),9 1oeo for which
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r"i(um \ tl vn) - dz t (z) u v =: J
m n mnz

0

(Vm la-I Un) == (1 ~_ dz,C) (z) v u ::
m n mn

z
0

(5)

Such a system is usually called an adjoint systemo

Consider the equations

L 'ü :; Ì\ 1 (z) vn n n
(6)

M Vn ::¡;n 'M(z) un

with the boundar, conditions

Ui =: 0 andVj =: 0 (7)

If we now require

('- I L 'b) :: (n) L ü )n m

, )
(8)

and (v I Mv) - (". I M v )m Inn m
the operators, Land Ms and the bounar conditions, U. and V.,i J
are uniquely determined (cf" Ince Cha.p. IX)ö In virtue of equa-

tions ( 8), we have

An(ûm I Z I vn) =: Åm(tl \1 l vm)

ln(~ )M ¡ Un) =: fm(vn! M) um),

(9)

and thus

Ì\nPn(uml II vn)(;:~IM)un) :: ÀmFm(unllj Vm)(VnIM\t\) (IO)
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If we now let

1 :: M and M :; i , (ll)

we have

(Ì\nfln d \nlm)(~JLI VnH~miMJUn) ~ 0, (12)

and either

ÀnPn :; Îl mfm

)or (;im /11 v n) =: cvml Mlun) :: 0

(l3)

Let us presume the solutions of the original set of equa~

tiona are numbered by the prescription

Àn fJn '" Æn+i P'"n+l

Å=~ fl~i ¿ 0 ¿ Î,oP-o

The se~ond set of equations has also a denumerable set of eigen=

solutions whi~h we shall number by the prescription,\

l - = 1m)Lm - mfm (14)

1m even more convenient identification is

Pm :. /Am and Ìl =) .9Il m (15)

for in this case the desirable normalizat ionsg,

(~ \ i I vn) ~ if In and (vm \M i l\) :. Jmn !J (16)

can be achievedsimultaneouslyo
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If the 'solutions u and v are complete sets, L e" if there existil il
sequences of parial sums.ø

'1

Sn == ~Ïl Sj (zu) uj (z)

and (17)
u

Tn == Lt. ( z U) ir. (z )
j===n J J

,

for which
1im S

n ~oo n
=: 1im T :=nn ~ .:i

r (z U..z)

for all z and z U in (zO' zl)' then the correspondence defined by

equation (14) includes all solutions of the adjoint systemo Sup-

pose there is a non-trivial solution of equations (6) and (7)

corresponding to A =f Ãm ò Then from equation (10) we have

(~*ii) vm) = (~IMIUm) == 0 (i8)

and thus

(~ I L) Tn) == (v* L M I Sn) == 0 (l9)

Presumng that the limit as n -7 co of' the integral is the inte=

gral of the limit,9 we obtain

i (zu) i~,,(Zi) :: M(zu) v*(ZU) :: 0 (20)

in contradiction with our original assumption as long as i and 11

do not vanish in any finite sub:îritèrval of (zO.9 z'i) 0

Let us now use the adjoint system to construct stationary

principles for the determination of Â p'o With four differeI?tial

equations (equations (4) and (6)) at our disposal, we find quite a
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variety of stationar principlesø for we need not formulate the

whole problem variationally, we can (if feasible) formally invert

one or mOlre of the four differential operators and treat the

solution of the nonhomogeneous equation derived thereby as a sub=

sidiary condition in a variational method based on the remaining

equations" We ¡shall now set forth a few of the possibilities"

10 Stationary principles containing no subsidiar conditions"

Consider

or

;du It ii) == (u I Lu):; fiCü I L ; MY)

(ü I L ~ Mv) (M ~ L lil~)~p. =: ==
(û Iz v) (ü 11 v)

(21)

We assert that

rf ( ÌI fA) :: d Óü: (Ap. ) 0 'dü + õ ~ ( Ì\~ ) " dv = 0

(ioeo Jü~ ¡3f independent of one another)

is' a variational statement of equations (4) and (6).. Proof of

the assertion follows by direct computation of de Ìi)J),~ from which

we obtain

L ~ Mv = Àp i v

M ! Lü =: ~¡A L u "
m

(22)

These are in. fact one form the el:iinants of equations (4)ahd (6)

may take on"

S:iilarly one can show that

À¡M == (:;1 M l. Lw =(~u)
~t t Mil Ji
1- .'.')vmu ,

(2.3 )
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also provides a stationary principleo

The difficulty with the above formulations is that the trial

functions must satisfy the boundary conditions:

U. =: U 0 == V. = V. == 0i i J J
(24)

and

(LU)j :: (I. Ü)j == (M V)i =: (M V)i == 0

where (LU). is the same function of LU as V. is of y~ etcø SuchJ ...J
trial functions are likely to be rather unanageable)/ so we shall

see if a method which requires satisfaction of fewer boundar, con-

ditions can be formulated"

Consider

À ==
(Ü/LÚ) and)1

(üriv)
== (v J Mv)

(v J mu)

(25)

We assert that

J ( Àf) :; Â dp + ¡U J ~

= J r~~ lu +~l: lu + tv cf vJ

+?t~~Sv + ;ì fv + ~~ cfuj
== 0 (26)

is a variational statement of the original set of equations)l and

that a similar principle with

Ìl = (~ ~) .. and p. = (:Y\Mv)(v I mu) (ül ¿v) (27)

implies solution of the adj oint equationso
j
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straight-forward camputations based on equation (25) give

'\lvt-,u = 1\ -
My = lJ "W u.

- *"
M iT

:: À (u. 11 y) 'Y v
cv: \ ('f ~

(v 1'Y L.)=jJ LÜ9
(ül L Ìf)

,

(28)

Eü

while from equation (27) we obtain a reversed situationo Since

the above method requires only satisfaction of the original bound-

ary conditionsjl

Ui =: Ui · Vj :: Vj = 0,

it may in same cases be easier to useo

2" Stationary principles with subsidiar equationso

There are four ways in which inversion of one operator can

be incorporated"" we shall carry out one; the others are equiva..

lent in f OrIó

Suppose given v, we solve

Lu = À 1 (z)v (29)

with À fixed ( À == 1 say) "

We now write

jA' =: (V"IMv)

(v)mu)

is a variational statement of the problem"
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~o rOo" 0 r- 0,¡lnceL Ò u =imp11es 0 U = (assumption 30) the particular(- r-
variation, d v arbitrary y and a v = 0 yields the desired result

Note that since

Mv = )Amu

p. :: (v I Mv) contains u
(vilmu)

(31)

neither explicitly nor

implicitly we obtain no information about it from this variation

principle. In fact, we can easily find ü either fram

L ü = 1 (z) v
(32)

or Ü :: lMv,.rn

'If L is difficult to invert, we shall of course prefer the second

expression aboveo

There is yet another class of variation principles which

can be constructed if we wish to solve two iriomogeneous equations.

Suppose~ given v and ü we solve

Lu= î(z)v

M v = i (z)u

Ã =1
( )

'" == 1."'

Then
p..(v lmu)

(u)1v)

= (v)2 ü)

== A eu I m v)

(ü I ¿ v)
( u I m v)

dp. = Ó Å = 0 !)

(p=: À::

We assertg t( u) :: 1"I, M v:: L ü
:iplies solution of the problem.,
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Noticez

(ü, lÓv) + (Ju~ tv) == fA(C áu, mV) + (u, má'VJ

II

(n, L Ju)

II

(v,M" óV) (3. )1\ II
( gu,L' ü)+ (ó v,Mv) =: fA (( du, mi) + (J v,mu) J

Since by assumption 3 the Greenus functions for L and Mare

unique" arbitrary .yariations,9 Ó v and Su, are équivalent to

arbitrary S v and d u ; and

t:ü :; lJmv = Àmv

M v == À.mu:: flmu
(3 )

as asserted

We may in some eases wish to solve

L u =- L (z)v

L ü:: m(z)v

(1=-1)

(X:: 1)

(

In this case a stationary principle follows from d¡U = 0 with

or

)J:: (V'IMv)(v/mu)

jJ= tv 1M v)
(v I i ü)

(

(

(independent variations, J v and Ó v, in either case)o


